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“The fundamental laws necessary for the mathematical treatment of a large part of
physics and the whole of chemistry are thus completely known, and the difficulty lies
only in the fact that application of these laws leads to equations that are too complex to
be solved.”
Paul Dirac
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We present an accessible and easy to use approach to the Conformal Bootstrap. We
begin by summarizing the main results of Conformal Field Theory that are useful in
the Bootstrap program, for example the unitarity bounds and the Operator Product
Expansion (OPE).
We proceed by deriving the bootstrap equation, which is the center-piece of the method,
and show how to make it amenable to numerical methods, particularly Linear Program-
ming. Using these techniques we attack 2D and 4D CFTs, reproducing general bounds
on operator dimensions of the second lowest dimension operator (ε) as a function of the
dimension of the lowest operator (φ) . With a slight modification we also obtain bounds
for OPE coefficients.
As a generalization of the previous techniques, we attempt a more constraining boot-
strap, which allows us to go beyond bounds. We develop the Extremal functional
method, which we apply to obtain the spectrum and OPE coefficients of the 2D Ising
model. We also explore the method of determinants, with which we can compute oper-
ator dimensions and OPE coefficients, using only the fusion rules of the theory.
In order to apply the developed methods, we advocate and implement a new approach
to obtain bounds on 2D CFTs with a finite central charge c, and replace the modular
invariance of the Partition function on the Torus with a correlation function of twist
operators.
We finish with a conclusion where we recap the main results and discuss alternatives
and future paths to be taken.
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Faculdade de Cieˆncias da Universidade do Porto
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Numerical methods in the Conformal Bootstrap
de Anto´nio Antunes
Apresentamos, nesta tese, uma abordagem introduto´ria e acess´ıvel ao ”Conformal Boot-
strap”. Comec¸amos por recapitular os resultados base de Teoria de Campo Conforme
que sa˜o importantes para o Bootstrap, como os limites de unitariedade e a ”Operator
Product Expansion”(OPE).
Procedemos, derivando a equac¸a˜o do Bootstrap que e´ a pec¸a central desta abordagem,
e mostramos como esta pode ser tornada trata´vel com o uso de me´todos nume´ricos,
nomeadamente, Programac¸a˜o linear. Usando estas te´cnicas, atacamos teorias em 2 e
4 dimenso˜es, reproduzindo limites superiores a`s dimenso˜es do segundo operador mais
baixo da teoria (ε), em func¸a˜o do mais baixo (φ) . Com uma ligeira modificac¸a˜o do
me´todo, conseguimos tambe´m obter constrangimentos para os coeficientes do OPE.
Como uma generalizac¸a˜o das te´cnicas anteriores, tentamos um Boostrap mais restritivo,
que nos permite ir para la´ de limites superiores. Desenvolvemos o me´todo do Funcional
Extremo, que usamos para obter o espectro e os coeficientes do OPE do modelo de
Ising 2D. Exploramos, tambe´m, o me´todo dos determinantes, com o qual conseguimos
novamente calcular dimenso˜es e coeficientes do OPE, conhecendo apenas as regras de
fusa˜o da teoria.
Para aplicar os me´todos estudados, motivamos e implementamos uma nova abordagem
para obter limites superiores em teorias 2D com carga central finita c, substituindo
a invariaˆncia modular da func¸a˜o de partic¸a˜o no toro, por func¸o˜es de correlac¸a˜o de
operadores com twist.
Terminamos com uma conclusa˜o onde recapitulamos os resultados principais e discuti-
mos caminhos alternativos e futuros aos desta tese.
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Chapter 1
Fundamentals of CFT
1.1 Motivation
Conformal Field Theories have been a subject of study in theoretical and mathematical
physics for a few decades, but there are still many open problems and results to be
explored. One of the main problems of modern physics is to understand strongly coupled
behavior in QFT, but our usual perturbative techniques are by definition, only valid in
the weak regime. Therefore, the usage of non-perturbative techniques is, perhaps, one
of the most fundamental changes of paradigm in theoretical physics of the last years.
In this program, Conformal field theories are very important, as, because of the strong
restrictions imposed by Conformal symmetry (and more as we shall see in this thesis),
many of the relevant objects are completely determined and we can try to learn about
strongly coupled physics in this special case. Indeed, Conformal field theories are far
from being trivial and there are many models of strongly interacting physical systems
which possess Conformal invariance. Note that Conformal Symmetry is an extension
of scale invariance. In particular, the following discussion will be centered around the
importance of scale invariance but there are strong theorems which ensure that Unitary
Scale invariant theories are in fact Conformal. Let us take a brief tour through the realm
of application of CFTs.
1
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1.1.1 CFTs in Condensed matter
CFTs appear in many contexts of physical nature, notably critical phenomena/phase
transitions in condensed matter physics. First, when we are interested in momentum
scales much smaller than 1a , (where a is the lattice spacing) a continuum description
of the lattice becomes reasonable, and this scale disappears as we take the continuum
limit. These field theories in condensed matter, are often interested in the behavior of
correlation functions, which can have a characteristic length ξ, the correlation length.
Close to a phase transition, this length becomes very large, as long range order kicks
in, and the dependence on the scale is suppressed. The theory then, becomes scale
invariant, and the CFT description becomes useful.
1.1.2 CFTs as landmarks in the space of QFTs
On a more field-theoretical context, Conformal theories are of central importance in a
Wilsonian/effective field theory framework of Quantum field theory [1]. When a field
theory is quantized, the couplings in the Lagrangian, which are at the classical level,
constants, become dependent on the energy scale at which the theory is behaving.
This ”running of the coupling constant” is interpreted in this context as the theory’s
reaction to high momentum degrees of freedom, which cause formal divergences in the
usual regularization and renormalization schemes. In the Wilsonian picture, however,
one introduces a cutoff scale Λ which is to be seen as very large, and counts the contribu-
tion of the high-energy degrees of freedom only up to this scale. The effective field theory
renormalization group, then, consists of integrating out the most energetic shells, and
noticing that the result of doing this can be absorbed in the coupling constants, which
change (after rescaling to the original momentum) as we perform successive integrations
of lower and lower momentum. Considering the partition function:
Z[J ] =
∫
|k|<Λ
Dφ e
∫
[L+Jφ] (1.1)
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The exact procedure is integrating a momentum shell bΛ < |k| < Λ for b = 1− δ` for a
small δ`. Indeed, after this hypothetical integration we would obtain:
Z =
∫
|k|<bΛ
Dφ exp
(
−
∫
Leff
)
(1.2)
Where the effective Lagrangian has absorbed the changes in the couplings, and we can
now think of iterating this procedure.
This defines a trajectory in the space of QFTs, known as a Renormalization group flow.
When a theory is scale invariant, performing an integration of a very small shell does
not alter the physical description, and so Scale invariant theories are fixed points in
these RG trajectories. This description is made concrete with the introduction of two
important quantities: the beta function, and the anomalous dimension γ. We have then
the beta function associated to the coupling λ:
β(λ) =
∂λ
∂ log(p/M)
(1.3)
Where we introduce a renormalization scale M . In, particular the beta function will
vanish when the coupling does not depend on the momentum, i.e. for Scale invariant
field theories. However, there is still the other quantity which measures the effect of
renormalization, which does not in general vanish, the anomalous dimension:
γO = M
∂
∂M
logZO (1.4)
Where ZO is the field-strength renormalization of operator O. These quantities are
balanced in the Callan-Symanzik equation, which still makes sense even when the beta
function vanishes, in such a way that the anomalous dimensions for the operators O are
non-trivial quantities even for CFTs. With this, we have then:
∆O = ∆DA + γO (1.5)
Where the scaling dimension has a DA (Dimensional analysis) part, and its anomalous
correction. We understand the definition of ∆DA in classical terms, but the true meaning
of ∆O will be made rigorous in the next section. With this, we have established the
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quantities which balance the flow of Lagrangians through renormalization, and pointed
to the importance of Scale invariant field theories.
Because of this, it is typical for theories to flow asymptotically (either at very low
energies: IR, or very high energies: UV) to Conformal field theories. Indeed, the famous
phenomenon of universality is a consequence of many different theories (other field
theories, lattice theories, perhaps even more exotic theories) flowing to the same scale
invariant fixed point in the IR. This, of course guarantees that they possess the same
critical exponents, correlation functions, etc. because they are being described by the
same effective Conformal field theory. Therefore one would expect that the typical
behavior in RG flow is what is drawn in Figure 1.1.
Figure 1.1: Typical behavior of physical theories under RG flow. [2]
CFTs are the ends of RG flow, so we should study them in detail to understand what a
QFT really is.
1.1.3 AdS/CFT Correspondence
AdS/CFT is a conjectured (but accepted) duality which relates the description of Con-
formal Field Theories in d dimensions with theories of gravity/String theories in an
asymptotically AdS background of dimension d+1 [3]. The CFT is interpreted as living
on the boundary of AdS. This duality has been one of the hottest topics in theoreti-
cal physics in the last decade, and it has found many phenomenological applications.
The basic example is the Duality between N = 4 Super Yang-Mills theory, which is a
Conformal field theory (in fact a SuperConformal field theory), and a Type II B String
theory on a AdS5 × S5 background spacetime. We will see an interesting interpretation
of a result under this Gauge/Gravity duality in Chapter 5.
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1.2 Basics of Conformal Field Theory
Assuming a working knowledge of Quantum Field Theory, there are many physical
consequences that can be extracted by demanding global Conformal invariance as an
extension to the Poincare´ Symmetry of usual QFT. We will briefly develop the struc-
tural ideas of CFT in order to understand the Conformal Bootstrap which is the main
objective of this thesis. The following discussion is centered in d ≥ 3 and is mostly based
on [2, 4, 5].
1.2.1 Conformal Symmetry and the Conformal Algebra
Symmetries/Conserved Charges are associated with Killing vectors ( = µ∂µ) of the
background spacetime. Poincare´/Euclidean invariance ensures a conserved energy-momentum
tensor current ∂µT
µν = 0 (local) in flat spacetime, with the Killing equation and the
associate vector field solutions (translations and rotations/Lorentz boosts):
∂µν + ∂νµ = 0 , pµ = ∂µ , mµν = xν∂µ − xµ∂ν (1.6)
If we allow the assumption of a Traceless energy-momentum tensor:
Tµµ(x) = 0 (1.7)
We may obtain further symmetries (related to the insensitivity of the EM Tensor to
Conformal changes of the metric which is equivalent to tracelessness), namely a charge:
Q =
∫
dSµνT
µν (1.8)
will have an associated conserved current:
0 = ∂µJ
µ = ∂µ(νT
µν) =
1
2
(∂µν + ∂νµ)T
µν (1.9)
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With the previous condition (where we used symmetry and conservation of Tµν ) and a
traceless EM tensor, one now has the Conformal killing equations:
∂µν + ∂νµ = c(x)δµν (1.10)
Where c(x) is a generic function, and we have further solutions:
d = xµ∂µ , kµ = 2xµ(x.∂)− x2∂µ (1.11)
These correspond to Dila(ta)tions (which are related to scale invariance) and Special
Conformal Transformations which can be shown to be Inversions followed by translation
followed by another inversion. We can summarize the transformations in a small table:
Transformation Generator Change in coordinates
Translation pµ x′µ = xµ + aµ
Rotation mµν x′µ = Mµνxν
Dilation d x′µ = αxµ
SCT kµ x′µ = x
µ−x2bµ
1−2(b·x)+b2x2
Table 1.1: List of Conformal transformations, their generators and finite form
From this we can count D translations, D(D−1)2 rotations, 1 dilation and D SCTs. This
gives a total of (D+2)(D+1)2 generators, which incidentally coincides with the number of
generators of rotations of D + 2 dimensional space.
These vector fields can be used to construct conserved charges, as in equation 1.8, which
obey the Conformal algebra:
[D,Kµ] = −iKµ , [D,Pµ] = iPµ , [Kµ, Pν ] = 2iηµνD − 2iMµν ,
[Kµ,Mνρ] = i(ηµνKρ − ηµρKν) , [Pρ,Mµν ] = i(ηρµPν − ηρνPµ) ,
[Mµν ,Mρσ] = i(ηνρMµσ + ηµσMνρ − ηµρMνσ − ηνσMµρ) , (1.12)
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The first line of commutators is the most interesting one, because it establishes K and
P as lowering and raising operators for the Dilation operator, whose eigenvalues are the
Conformal dimensions. Notice that the last line of the Conformal algebra is exactly the
Poincare´ algebra, so it is indeed clear that introducing Conformal invariance is a way to
extend the usual global symmetry of spacetime. Also, note that the Conformal algebra
in d euclidean dimensions is isomorphic to SO(d + 1, 1). So, one can build Conformal
kinematics from Poincare´ kinematics in d+1, 1. This is the idea of the embedding space
formalism. In fact, it is a simple but painful exercise to check that defining a set of
generators LAB such that A = −1, 0, 1, . . . , d, and identifying:
Lµ,ν = Mµν
L−1,0 = D
L0,µ =
1
2
(Pµ +Kµ)
L−1,µ =
1
2
(Pµ −Kµ) (1.13)
That the commutation relations of SO(d + 1, 1) are obeyed. Notice that the d + 2 A
indexes have one time-like component, unlike the euclidean signature we are generally
working in, from the d µ components.
1.2.2 Representations of the Conformal algebra
The Conformal Algebra also allows us to classify operators in representations. We define
primary operators, and characterize them by the quantum number ∆, the Conformal
dimension, the representation S it transforms in, under rotation (its spin), and the fact
that it is annihilated by K (in Representation theory this correspond to a lowest weight
state):
[D,O(0)] = ∆O(0) , [Mµν ,O] = SµνO(0) , [Kµ,O(0)] = 0 (1.14)
We also define descendants, which are obtained by acting with the momentum operator
successively, and increase their dimension relative to the primary:
Pµ1...µnO → ∆ + n (1.15)
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The full set of a primary and all its descendants is known as a Conformal family, associ-
ated to the primary of dimension ∆ and spin l. All operators in a CFT are combinations
of Primaries and Descendants. A proof of this fact can be seen, for example, in [2].
1.2.3 Conformal kinematics
Symmetry is a very strong tool to determine basic correlation functions in CFT. For
example, translation and rotation invariance sets 〈O1(x1)O2(x2)〉 = f(|x1 − x2|). Fur-
thermore (and this shows the importance of scale invariance), one needs, under scalings:
〈O1(x1)O2(x2)〉 = λ∆1+∆2〈O1(λx1)O2(λx2)〉. This homogeneity condition can be solved
by:
〈O1(x1)O2(x2)〉 = C|x1 − x2|∆1+∆2 (1.16)
For a general Conformal transformation, where we have a local scale factor Ω(x), we
demand 〈O1(x1)O2(x2)〉 = Ω(x′1)∆1Ω(x′2)∆2〈O1(x′1)O2(x′2)〉. This condition is already
satisfied for translations, rotations and dilatations, which means we only need to check
SCTs, but as we mentioned earlier, these can be built with inversions. It is trivial to
check the transformation property of distances under the aforementioned actions:
(x− y)2 = (x
′ − y′)2
Ω(x′)Ω(y′)
(1.17)
This fact, together with our demand for the transformation of the correlation function,
fixes even further the 2-pt function. Imposing the full Conformal invariance, then, gives
us, for scalars:
〈O1(x1)O2(x2)〉 = Cδ∆1∆2|x1 − x2|2∆1 (1.18)
Which means that 2-pt functions are diagonal on the space of operators. We can choose
an orthonormal basis of operators and absorb C.
The 3-pt function is still fixed by symmetry, with the same arguments as before:
〈O1(x1)O2(x2)O3(x3)〉 = f123|x12|∆1+∆2−∆3 |x23|∆2+∆3−∆1 |x31|∆3+∆1−∆2 (1.19)
But the overall constant fijk must be determined some other way.
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Up to this point it looks like we will completely solve all CFTs just be symmetry, but
of course, it is not that simple. The difficulty emerges when we begin studying the 4-pt
correlator. There are two Conformally independent combinations of 4 points:
u =
x212x
2
34
x213x
2
24
, v =
x223x
2
14
x213x
2
24
(1.20)
So the 4-pt function is dependent on a function of u and v:
〈φ(x1)φ(x2)φ(x3)φ(x4)〉 = g(u, v)
x
2∆φ
12 x
2∆φ
34
(1.21)
The LHS of this equation is manifestly invariant under exchanges of the xi and this will
lead to consistency conditions which will be useful for the Conformal Bootstrap.
The kinematics for operators which transform in non-trivial representations of SO(d)
are fixed in a similar fashion, although we have to deal with possibly multiple tensor
structures.
It is also important to notice another way of describing the 4-points (up to Confor-
mal transformations) with two degrees of freedom. Let us consider, then, 4 points
x1, x2, x3, x4. By using a Special Conformal transformation, we can invert one of the
points, say x4, translate it to the origin, and the invert it back to infinity. By per-
forming a translation, we can move a second point (x1) to the origin, without affecting
infinity. Then by dilations, we can bring x3 to distance one of the origin, and ro-
tate it (obviously without moving x1, x4) to (1, 0, . . . , 0). Now, we have three of the
points in a line. Finally we can perform rotations around this line (x3 = (1, 0, . . . , 0) ;
x1 = (0, 0, . . . , 0) ; x4 = (∞, 0, . . . , 0)) and set the final point x2 to the xy plane, with
coordinates (x, y, 0, . . . , 0). Again, this means that we can describe any set of 4 points
up to Conformal transformations with just two numbers. Note that this argument was
independent of the number of spatial dimensions. We show a sketch of these coordinates
in Figure 1.2.
It is common to express this x, y coordinates in terms of complex coordinates z = x+ iy
and z¯ = x− iy. With this choice we can easily compute the cross-ratios and obtain:
u = zz¯ ; v = (1− z)(1− z¯) (1.22)
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Figure 1.2: A choice of a configuration of 4 points using Conformal transformations
which defines the z variable.
1.3 Dynamics: Radial Quantization
Up to now we have implicitly assumed some path integral description, but we can
explicitly quantize the theory by taking a radial foliation and defining Hilbert spaces
on each sphere. This is useful because quantization in terms of commutators is better
computationally, and by choosing the radial direction we are respecting the euclidean
symmetry of our space, instead of unnaturally choosing a time direction (canonical
quantization) along which we foliate. We propagate states through spheres, as in Figure
1.3, using the D operator which plays the role of a Hamiltonian.
Figure 1.3: Sketch of the radial Hilbert spaces and of the action of the Dilation
operator
Using this formulation we have a natural way to define states from operators and vice-
versa. We can define (summing over all possible boundary values on a sphere) a state
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associated to the insertion of an operator O:
|O〉 ≡
∫
Dφb|φb〉〈φb|O(x)|0〉 (1.23)
With the coefficient defined by the bulk path integral with the appropriate boundary
conditions:
〈φb|O(x)|0〉 =
∫ r<1
φ(1,n)=φb(n)
Dφ(r,n)O(x)e−S[φ] (1.24)
Reciprocally, we can also obtain an operator given a state, or more precisely build a
correlation function by gluing states in the path integral. So we have:
O(0)↔ O(0)|0〉 ≡ |O〉 (1.25)
More intuitively, any state can be evolved with the dilatation operator all the way back
to origin, so the state becomes defined locally close to x = 0. This is precisely what we
mean by a local operator.
1.3.1 Radial Quantization on the cylinder
By doing a Weyl rescaling of the Metric (to which CFT’s are insensitive, up to factors),
we can write correlation functions on the cylinder, reinterpreting radial quantization:
ds2Rd = dr
2 + r2ds2Sd−1 = e
2τ (dτ2 + ds2Sd−1) (1.26)
Where r = eτ and τ goes from −∞ to +∞ and therefore can be interpreted as a time
direction in radial quantization. Sometimes its useful to compute correlation functions
on the cylinder, which are Conformally equivalent to flat Correlation functions.
Also, this time direction gives an easy way of defining the hermitian conjugate, relating
〈in| and |out〉 states, and giving a definition for a scalar product and unitarity in the
usual way, by sending τ to −τ . Back in flat space, this gives us rules to take hermi-
tian conjugates of charges, using the transformation of operators under the Conformal
rescaling of the metric, and the elementary rule on the cylinder. The main consequences
of this are:
D† = D , P †µ = Kµ (1.27)
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1.4 Reflection positivity and Unitarity Bounds
Many reasonable QFTs are unitary, this means that probability is preserved quantum
mechanically and that states should have positive norms: 〈φ|φ〉 ≥ 0. To impose this
condition, we can Wick rotate to Euclidean time, and obtain the condition of reflection
positivity:
〈0|OtEn . . .OtE1O−tE1 . . .O−tEn |0〉 ≥ 0 (1.28)
Where we inserted operators on the vacuum at negative time to define a general state.
Imposing this on matrix elements of the form:
〈O|P †µPµ|O〉 (1.29)
We can use the properties of the adjoint, the commutation relations of the Conformal
algebra, and for |O〉 a scalar primary state (Kµ|O〉 = 0, Mµν |O〉 = 0), we get:
〈O|[Kµ, Pµ]|O〉 = 〈O|(2Dδµν − 2Mµν)|O〉 = 2∆δµν〈O|O〉 (1.30)
Choosing µ to be any component, and the fact that 〈O|P †µPµ|O〉 = |Pµ|O〉|2, we can
obtain a weak version of the unitarity bound, that justifies our intuition that we should
allow for lowest weight states:
∆ ≥ 0 (1.31)
One can obtain the celebrated unitarity bounds, by doing similar calculation in more
complicated matrix elements:
∆l=0 ≥ Max
(
d− 2
2
, 0
)
(1.32)
∆l ≥ l + d− 2 (1.33)
These are our first examples of bounds on operator dimensions determined from consis-
tency conditions and symmetry, which is the main philosophy of the Conformal Boot-
strap. We will discuss this with more detail in the next chapter.
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1.5 Operator Product Expansion
If we insert two operators and perform the path integral, we have (because every state
is a linear combination of primaries and descendants):
Oi(x)Oj(0)|0〉 =
∑
k
Cijk(x, P )Ok(x)|0〉 (1.34)
Where the sum is over all primaries of the theory, and Cijk is a differential operator
which generates all descendants and is fixed by Conformal symmetry. Then by the
State-Operator map, we have (OPE):
Oi(x1)Oj(x2) =
∑
k
Cijk(x12, ∂2)Ok(x2) (1.35)
The expansion converges within a ball where there are no other operator insertions.
1.5.1 N-point functions and the OPE
After one fixes Cijk, which depend only on ∆’s and fijk’s (for example, by comparing
the expression for a 3-pt function, with and without using the OPE, this will give us
that the Cijk are exactly proportional to fijk), the OPE can be used to compute any
correlation function of the theory!
〈O1(x1)O2(x2) . . .On(xn)〉 =
∑
k
C12k(x12, ∂2)〈Ok(x2) . . .On(xn)〉 (1.36)
This expansion can be applied successively, to reduce the problem to computing one-
point functions, which are trivial in flat space:
〈O〉 = δOI (1.37)
This is just stating that the vacuum of the theory is stable (I denotes the identity
operator). In general we will write the OPE with the coefficients fijk factored out (as
we argued that happens naturally), so that Cijk will depend only on scaling dimensions
and the number of dimensions of spacetime.

Chapter 2
The Conformal Bootstrap
2.1 The Bootstrap Philosophy
So far, we have established the main tools of Conformal Field Theory in the Global
Conformal symmetry sense (this is typically referred to in the literature as CFT in
D ≥ 3 but it still makes sense to discuss 2D CFTs in this framework, we just are
not considering the most general set of locally Conformal transformations, and we are
escaping the formalism of complex analytic/Virasoro algebra CFT as seen in Appendix
B). There is, implicitly, a line of thought that we are following that will lead us to the
core of this thesis’ work:
1. Focus on the CFT itself, not some UV Lagrangian, or microscopic realization of
the theory.
2. Exploit everything that Conformal Symmetry fixes kinematically.
3. Impose further consistency conditions.
4. Constrain, or in the best case scenario, solve, the CFT using the previous data.
This philosophy is intrinsically non-perturbative, in the sense that it studies properties
of a CFT regardless of the value of any coupling constant/interaction strength, which
means, of course, that there is no expansion in a small parameter and the usual Feynman
Diagrams are not needed. So far, we are essentially in stage 2 of our list, but, before we
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move on to phase 3 (which is the actual Conformal Bootstrap), we will need to develop
a few more tools; we will begin by defining the Conformal Blocks [2].
2.2 Conformal Blocks
Consider a 4-pt function of identical scalars and take the OPE between 1 ↔ 2 and
3↔ 4:
〈φ(x1)φ(x2)φ(x3)φ(x4)〉 =
∑
O,O′
fφφOfφφO′Ca(x12, ∂2)Cb(x34, ∂4)〈Oa(x2)O′b(x4)〉
=
∑
O
f2φφOCa(x12, ∂2)Cb(x34, ∂4)
Iab(x24)
x
2∆φ
24
(2.1)
Where we used the fact that the 2-Pt functions are diagonal as determined in 1, from
the first to the second line and the a, b indexes denote possible tensor structures when
spinning operators are involved.
Note that the 4-pt function is now expressed as a sum over all primary operators O
whose Conformal Families contribute to the φ× φ OPE. Each of these elements will be
named a Conformal Block, indexed by the dimension and spin of its respective primary
operator, and it contains all the information about the associated Conformal family.
So, we identify the structure of the 4-pt function as discussed in the previous chapter,
where we had written the coordinate dependence of the correlator as g(u, v), with g
a generic, undetermined function, but know we have expanded it in terms of simpler
quantities, in an organized way.
g(u, v) =
∑
O
f2φφOg∆O,lO (2.2)
Where we define the Global Conformal Block:
g∆O,lO = x
2∆φ
12 x
2∆φ
34 Ca(x12, ∂2)Cb(x34, ∂4)
Iab(x24)
x
2∆φ
24
(2.3)
Where only traceless symmetric tensors of even spin participate in the sum in this case
of identical scalars (this can be seen from the 3-pt function with 2 identical scalars and
one spinning operator, and will be used extensively when we consider the spectrum in
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the φφ OPE). Now thinking of projecting the 4-pt function onto the contribution of a
Conformal primary, we can define:
|O| =
∑
α,β=O,∂O,...
|α〉〈β|
〈α|β〉 (2.4)
We have, of course,
∑ |O| = I, which means we can insert it in the middle of the
four-point function, and obtain a sum of terms, all of which are of the form:
〈0|φ(x3)φ(x4)|O|φ(x1)φ(x2)|0〉 =
f2φφOg∆O,lO(u, v)
x
2∆φ
12 x
2∆φ
34
(2.5)
This is easy to obtain by taking the OPE on the LHS.
The Conformal Blocks can be obtained explicitly from the Conformal Casimir equation.
As the Conformal algebra is isomorphic to SO(D+1, 1) we can use the Casimir operator:
C = −1
2
LabL
ab (2.6)
As a Casimir, it has the same eigenvalue (λ∆,l = ∆(∆− d) + l(l+ d− 2)) on every state
in a given representation.
So acting with C as a differential operator on equation 2.5, and using the fact that |O|
will be an eigenvector on both sides it is found that:
Dg∆,l(u, v) = λ∆,lg∆,l(u, v) (2.7)
Where D is the Casimir operator written as a differential operator on z, z¯ variables:
D = 2(z2(1−z)∂2z−z2∂z)+2(z¯2(1−z¯)∂2z¯−z¯2∂z¯)+2(d−2)
zz¯
z − z¯ ((1−z)∂z−(1−z¯)∂z¯) (2.8)
Alternatively, they can also be obtained by a power expansion [6, 7] in terms of cylinder
radial quantization, or by recursion relations [8], which are based on the fact that states
with zero norm make the normalization blow up, so there should be poles in the CB
when we think of it as a function of ∆. The residues are then proportional to the global
Block itself and a recursion relation is obtained.
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For example, in 2d, and only regarding Global Conformal Symmetry, the Casimir equa-
tion has an exact solution [9, 10]:
g∆,l(u, v) = k∆+l(z)k∆−l(z¯) + k∆−l(z)k∆+l(z¯) (2.9)
With:
ka(x) = x
a
2 2F1(
a
2
,
a
2
, a;x) (2.10)
Where 2F1(a, b, c; z) is a Hypergeometric function.
2.3 Crossing Symmetry: The Conformal Bootstrap
2.3.1 Imposing Crossing Symmetry
When we calculated the 4-pt correlator we chose the 1-2; 3-4 OPE channel, however, we
could have taken the OPE between different pairs of points! This is exactly the crossing
symmetry which is manifest in the four point function:
〈φ(x1)φ(x2)φ(x3)φ(x4)〉 = 〈φ(x1)φ(x4)φ(x2)φ(x3)〉 (2.11)
This is obvious, because in the path integral formulation, the fields φ are just functions,
and the order of their product is irrelevant. Note, however that one should be careful
about convergence of the OPE when selecting different pairs of points, by making sure
that one can build a sphere containing only the two points (if necessary do a Confor-
mal transformation to an equivalent configuration where it is easier to visualize this
procedure).
Indeed, using a Wick contraction bracket to denote the OPE, the crossing symmetry
equation, becomes:
〈φ(x1)φ(x2)φ(x3)φ(x4)〉 = 〈φ(x1)φ(x2)φ(x3)φ(x4)〉 (2.6-A)
Schematically one can think of the OPE as a vertex of interaction between two φ
operators and the whole set
∑O of operators that participate in the OPE. In this way,
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Figure 2.1: Schematic representation of Crossing symmetry in terms of s and t OPE
channels.
one sees the external scalar fields ”exchanging” O’s. Note, of course, that this is not a
Feynman diagram or a sketch of a scattering event. It is merely a way to visualize the
OPE channels, in a recognizable s or t channel from usual interactions in QFT. Note
this schematic description in Figure 2.1.
Now that we are equipped with the CBs of identical scalars we can make our crossing
symmetry equation explicit. It is clear from the definitions of u and v that permuting
the xi will alter the aspect of functions of these cross ratios. Indeed, doing 2 ↔ 4 we
get:
x212x
2
34
x213x
2
24
↔ x
2
23x
2
14
x213x
2
24
, u↔ v (2.12)
Then, we see, for the full four point function:
g(u, v)
x
2∆φ
12 x
2∆φ
34
→ g(v, u)
x
2∆φ
12 x
2∆φ
34
x
2∆φ
12 x
2∆φ
34
x
2∆φ
14 x
2∆φ
32
(2.13)
And demanding both sides to match we read:
g(u, v) = g(v, u)
(u
v
)∆φ
(2.14)
Where we noticed
x
2∆φ
12 x
2∆φ
34
x
2∆φ
14 x
2∆φ
32
=
(
u
v
)∆φ
Noting the appropriate replacements for the Conformal Block expansion in both channels
we get: ∑
O
f2φφO
(
v∆φg∆,l(u, v)− u∆φg∆,l(v, u)
)
= 0 (2.15)
Notice that the sum over operators O is, in fact, a sum over dimensions and spins ∆ and
l, as a primary operator is identified by the eigenvalues of the commuting charges defining
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a representation of the Conformal Algebra (D and Mµν). Now, with equation 2.15, we
have a non-trivial constraint on all Conformal Field Theories: the Bootstrap/crossing
equation. This deserves a small reflection on what defines a CFT.
2.3.2 What is a CFT?
Up to now, we were essentially defining a CFT by the existence of local operators called
primaries (the Conformal family is completely determined by symmetry), with dimension
∆i, along with correlation functions, which we saw can be reduced from n-points all the
way down to one point. However, it is crucial to notice that the OPE, and the 3-pt
function depend on the OPE coefficients fijk, so we also need these numbers to define a
CFT.
Naively, we could just state that given numbers ∆i, fijk, which are called the CFT data,
we can define a CFT without ambiguity. However this is not true. A random set of
numbers will not define a CFT, because there exists a highly non-trivial constraint
on the relationship between the spectrum ∆i and the OPE behavior fijk, which is, of
course, the Crossing Symmetry equation 2.15.
It is natural to ask the question if these conditions are enough to have a fully consistent
theory. It is generally believed [2, 5] that these constraints almost completely fix a
theory, however, one can, in principle, impose further conditions by demanding that the
CFT is well defined in topologically non-trivial spaces. For example, requiring that a
2D CFT makes sense in a Torus, by imposing appropriate periodicity conditions on the
partition function. This is known as modular invariance, and we will discuss it briefly
in Chapter 5.
Now we are just starting to see the power of the Bootstrap, we have developed a much
richer definition of a CFT without touching any CFT in particular!
2.4 Attacking the Crossing equation
Notice that the Bootstrap equation 2.15 is written as a statement for every value of the
cross-ratios u and v, where the unknowns are the spectrum and the OPE coefficients.
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It can, then, be seen as a functional equation. Some basic analytical results can be
obtained by performing an expansion in u, or considering certain special limits, but our
main focus will be a numerical approach. Before that, one can write the equation in a
more geometrical fashion: ∑
∆,l
p∆,l
−−→
F
∆φ
∆,l = 0 (2.16)
Note that the coefficient p∆,l is positive, as we did the identification p∆,l = f
2
φφO where
the operator O has dimension ∆ and spin l; Also we define:
−−→
F
∆φ
∆,l = v
∆φg∆,l(u, v)− u∆φg∆,l(v, u) (2.17)
Which is a crossing symmetric function, associated to an operator O ↔ (∆, l) for a fixed
dimension of the external scalar ∆φ.
The idea is to see the space of functions of u and v as an infinite dimensional vector space,
and perhaps look at finite dimensional subspaces of the equation and obtain constraints
from that. One can think of truncating the space by writing the equation for particular
values of u and v, demanding that the derivatives match on a certain point, or other
more exotic statements.
A good way to visualize this is to see equation 2.16 as a sum of vectors with positive
coefficients equal to zero. If one states this, for example in a 3-dimensional subspace,
one could think of many vectors from the origin (corresponding to all operators in the
sum) adding up to zero. This idea will be fruitfully exploited in the next section.
2.5 Algorithm to bound dimensions from the Bootstrap
equations
Armed with our geometrical intuition, one might consider the following problem: Given
a spectrum for the CFT (in fact a spectrum contributing to the scalar-scalar OPE), will
we always find a choice for the p∆,l such that the vectors add up to zero, and the theory
obeys crossing?
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If, for some (poor) choice of spectrum, all of the vectors were on a single half-space, that
is, we could find a separating plane, through the origin, such that all the vectors are
on one side, then, it is clear that adding them together with positive coefficients could
never lead to a zero result on the Bootstrap equation. This would declare that our guess
of spectrum was inconsistent, and we could exclude that candidate theory!
In a more algorithmic fashion, one then can try to use the following procedure:
Algorithm
1. Assume some ∆, l spectrum for operators in the φ× φ OPE.
2. Look for a linear functional α such that it is non-negative on all vectors F for the
chosen spectrum, and strictly positive on at least one, which we choose to be the
Identity Operator.
3. By applying α to both sides of the Bootstrap equation one gets 0 > 0, a contra-
diction, which excludes our hypothesis for the spectrum.
The idea of the linear functional α is just a generalization of the separating plane men-
tioned earlier. In fact, what we are doing implicitly with the separating plane, is intro-
ducing a vector (the normal to the plane) and demanding that the scalar product with
all the vectors in the Bootstrap sum be non-negative. This is what it means for all the
vectors to be on the same side of the plane. However, the concept of a linear functional
can be looked at as something more abstract than taking dot products, but this will
suffice for our applications. Before exploring the possibilities for this α, let us briefly
recap step 3 with more care. Consider applying α to both sides of equation 2.16:
α
∑
∆,l
p∆,l
−−→
F
∆φ
∆,l
 = α(0) (2.18)
By linearity of α:
∑
∆,l
p∆,lα
(−−→
F
∆φ
∆,l
)
= 0 (2.19)
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If we can satisfy condition 2, we can write:
∑
∆,l
≥0︷ ︸︸ ︷
p∆,l︸︷︷︸
≥0
α
(−−→
F
∆φ
∆,l
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
≥0
= 0 (2.20)
The overall parcels we are summing are non-negative, and furthermore, for the iden-
tity operator we demanded α(FI) > 0 and we have fφφI = 1 > 0 because inserting
the identity in a 3-pt correlator gives 〈φφI〉 = 〈φφ〉, such that fφφI corresponds to the
normalization of the 2-pt function which we can choose to be one; i.e., the term corre-
sponding to I is strictly positive. This means we have 0 > 0, a contradiction, and step
3 follows.
Unfortunately, we are being quite naive in step 2. Not only is the space of linear
functionals over functions of u and v enormous, but the vector space of functions is
also infinite. As we mentioned before, one can truncate the Bootstrap equation, in the
sense of considering a finite dimensional subspace of the space of functions (considering
particular values, derivatives at a point, etc.).
However, one still has, in principle, infinitely many ∆s and ls, even though our linear
functionals act on a finite dimensional space. In fact, we need to find linear functionals
such that an infinite number of constraints are satisfied:
α
(−−→
F
∆φ
∆,l
)
≥ 0 (2.21)
From this analysis, we have implicitly formulated two approaches to our problem of
solving crossing symmetry. In the context of Linear Programming, they are usually
called the primal and dual formulations of a feasibility problem (we are interested in
checking if a set of inequalities define a non-empty region or not.) First we have, the
Primal formulation:
∃p∆,l :
∑
∆,l
p∆,l
−−→
F
∆φ
∆,l = 0; pI = 1 (2.22)
If we find such OPE coefficients we check that our choice of spectrum is consistent with
crossing. On the other hand our description of a linear functional α suggests the Dual
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formulation:
∃Λ ∈ RN : Λ · F∆φ∆,l ≥ 0 ∀(∆, l) ∈ S′ (2.23)
Where S denotes the spectrum, and we also require Λ ·FI ≥  where the greater or equal
sign can be replaced by an equality, setting a normalization (Note that α(F) = Λ · F).
Finding a solution to this problem excludes the spectrum S′, and as we advocated
previously, this is the LPP we will pursue when doing numerical Bootstrap: the Dual
problem.
To actually solve it, there are a few alternatives to explore. One can try to find specific
functionals by hand, or trial and error, and obtain sporadic information about the
CFT, or find a systematic/computational way of exploring the space of functionals and
identifying those who give non-trivial constraints. On the other hand, we still have to
deal with the infinity of constraints, and there are also a few choices here. One can
use a Semi-definite programming approach, which is able to treat the dimension ∆ as
continuous, but has to introduce a cutoff in the spin l. This is the technique most
commonly used in the recent literature but it is based on a more sophisticated approach
in terms of the numerics, requiring a rather too deep incursion into the computational
techniques, which is against the spirit of accessibility and easy use of this thesis.
Alternatively, one can additionally discretize the dimension and introduce a cutoff ∆max.
This will give a finite number of inequalities, which is treatable with more standard
computational techniques, namely Linear Programming, as will be seen in the next
chapter. This technique was used in the earlier days of the Bootstrap literature but
it is quite convenient for our purposes of obtaining results with the simplest and most
accessible techniques, allowing for results to be obtained without any external software,
other than a traditional scientific programming package, like SciPy for Python users,
or a standard general/symbolic calculation software like Mathematica. Also, there are
many modern numerical Bootstrap papers implemented in terms of Linear Programming
[11, 12].
Chapter 3
Bootstrap Bounds
3.1 Guessing a 2D subspace
Before making our approach systematic and getting to the core of our results, we first
proceed by one of the techniques mentioned in section 2.5. We consider a specific finite-
dimensional subspace of the vector space of functions of u and v: Fu,v. We consider two
pairs of combinations of the values assumed by the conformal Blocks in their crossing
symmetric form. For the first component of our subspace, we use (u, v) = (12 ,
3
5) ; (
1
2 ,
1
3)
and for the second one: (u, v) = (12 ,
3
5) ; (
1
3 ,
1
4) this is defined for every operator (∆, l)
participating in the OPE of φ × φ and we first choose φ to be a scalar of a 2D theory
with ∆φ =
1
8 . (Note that we chose a 2d subspace of Fu,v, for simplicity, but this has
nothing to do with the choice of a CFT in two spacetime dimensions, these two twos
are not to be confused).
To be precise, we consider the function (essentially we normalize by the Identity):
H
∆φ
∆,l =
F
∆φ
∆,l
u∆φ − v∆φ (3.1)
and take our vectors to be:
(
H(
1
2
,
3
5
)−H(1
2
,
1
3
), H(
1
2
,
3
5
)−H(1
3
,
1
4
)
)
(3.2)
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Notice that the function F
∆φ
∆,l is defined in terms of the Conformal Blocks (see eq. 2.17),
which are in this case, the CBs of the two dimensional global conformal algebra: Eqs.
2.9. If we plot these vectors (normalized) as points in the plane with the coordinates
being the components of the vector, we obtain Figure 3.1.
Figure 3.1: Aspect of the 2d vectors and the separating line, for the case ∆φ =
1
8
(2D Ising)
Each curved line has a color which corresponds to a different spin (blue is l = 0 and
yellow is l = 2). For a fixed spin, as we start the dimension ∆ at 0 and slowly increase
it, we get a curve in this 2d-space. For the spin 2 (and similarly for higher spins which
are not represented for the sake of clarity), the vector begins at the intersection with
the straight green line, and slowly drifts to the point (0,−1). However, for the case of
the scalar, the vector starts near (0,−1), rotates anti clockwise crossing the green line,
then comes back down, and stabilizes near (0,−1) for large ∆. The green line shows
that it is not possible to separate all the vectors into one side of the plane. In fact, it is
clear that there must exist operators in the theory which correspond to points which are
above the green line, otherwise, we could not add all the vectors together with positive
coefficients and get zero. If we are precise, we find that the values of ∆ for which the
points are above the green line are:
∆ ∈ [0.161, 1.035] (3.3)
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This means we can make our first claim based on the Bootstrap.
Claim:
For a 2D CFT with a scalar of dimension ∆φ =
1
8 there exists another scalar, say ε,
with dimension ∆ε ∈ [0.161, 1.035]
We can make our claim more rigorous by using the algorithm described in section 2.5.
First we assume that our spectrum does not contain any operators with l = 0 and
∆ ∈ [0.161, 1.035].
Next, we need to find a linear functional on this 2d subspace. We can take α to be the
projection of our vectors in the direction of the vector ~a. We choose ~a to be the unit
normal vector in the direction orthogonal to the green line, pointing downward. We
then take the projection onto this vector:
α = ~a ·
(
H(
1
2
,
3
5
)−H(1
2
,
1
3
), H(
1
2
,
3
5
)−H(1
3
,
1
4
)
)
(3.4)
Because we did not include the mentioned interval in the spectrum, all the vectors are
to the right of the green line, so the scalar product is non-negative for every operator in
the spectrum (in fact, its clear that it is strictly positive for most of them). Therefore,
we found a linear functional that satisfies all the constraints. Our spectrum is therefore
excluded, and there must exist a scalar operator ε with ∆ε ∈ [0.161, 1.035]. This proves
our claim.
Note that this is a rigorous, non-perturbative claim, about the full quantum-corrected
dimension ∆. In fact a theory with a scalar of dimension 18 is well known, it is the Ising
Model. Indeed, the only other Virasoro primary in the theory is a scalar ε of dimension
∆ε = 1 which is really close (3.5%) to the upper bound that we obtained.
We can make a similar construction while choosing different values for ∆φ. For each
choice of φ a similar behavior is observed, in the sense that it is always possible to find a
straight line that isolates a set of vectors corresponding to scalars in a small interval of
dimensions. We can then use the same proof as before choosing the appropriate normal
vector, and generalize the result.
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Figure 3.2: Upper and lower bound for ∆ε given a general ∆φ
This will give us a constraint on the general space of CFTs, as parametrized by the
dimension of the two first scalars in the theory as we can note in Figure 3.2. This
creates a strip of allowed theories in the space of Unitary 2D CFTs, just by considering
a (criteriously chosen) 2 dimensional subspace of an infinite dimensional equation. This
is highly suggestive of the power of the Bootstrap, and one begins to wonder what
happens as we choose larger subspaces.
3.2 CB Derivatives
In the previous section, we did not have to look for values of the function F∆,l in which
the geometric construction worked. We were lucky enough to be inspired by [2]. Of
course, this is good to prove the concept of the Conformal Bootstrap, but it is very
far from being a systematic way to gain information. For example, the same choice of
subspace is useless in providing information when one goes to 4D CFT and uses the
appropriate Conformal Blocks.
A more sustainable way of finding a good linear functional to apply our algorithm, would
be to choose a family of α’s, parametrized by a choice of one or more numbers, to be
tuned in order to find an α compatible with the constraints 2.21. Here is the crucial
argument: if one cannot find parameters such that all the requirements are satisfied,
this does not mean, that the Bootstrap equation does not contain information about
our physics. That could be the case sometimes, of course, but, in principle, it just means
that we are not looking in a big enough space of linear functionals, or maybe, we are
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not choosing the right kind of functional to obtain information. However, if parameters
are found such that we are able to apply phase 2 of our algorithm, we can indeed obtain
a result from the Bootstrap.
The most common way to do this, is to consider functionals that are a finite (with a
cutoff at order Λ) linear combination of derivatives (with respect to z, m times and to
z¯, n times) of our infinite vectors
−−→
F
∆φ
∆,l (z, z¯) taken at a point which is quite symmetric:
z = z¯ = 12 (it is symmetric in the sense that derivatives (m,n) are the same as (n,m);
It is known as the crossing symmetric or self-dual point). Of course, the parameters
that we can tune to move through the space of functionals are the constant coefficients
(am,n) multiplying the linear combinations. Therefore, we can write the general form of
our linear functional:
α =
Λ∑
m,n
am,n∂
m
z ∂
n
z¯ |z=z¯= 1
2
(3.5)
Now, we need to find a way to make the computer scan the space of am,n’s such that
α(F∆,l) ≥ 0 for all ∆, l in the spectrum:
α(F∆,l) =
Λ∑
m,n
am,n∂
m
z ∂
n
z¯ F∆,l(z, z¯)|z=z¯= 1
2
≥ 0 (3.6)
As we mentioned in 2.5, our approach will be to treat the spectrum as discrete, and
introduce a maximum dimension for the operators ∆max. Additionally, we must intro-
duce a maximum spin, lmax after which we cutoff all constraints. Of course, if we find
an α which satisfies 2.21, we should a posteriori check that it also works for large ∆, l.
Taking the expression 2.9, and the definition 2.17, we have an explicit formula to apply
our linear functional for 2D CFTs. In fact, we computed the required derivatives, directly
through symbolic computation in Mathematica. Furthermore, we took our initial cutoff
in the derivate order to be Λ = 8, and by direct calculation one checks that the non-zero
terms correspond to (m,n) ∈ {(1, 0) , (2, 1) , (3, 0) , (3, 2) , (4, 1) , (4, 3) , (5, 0) , (5, 2),
(7, 0) , (6, 1)}, so we chose a ten dimensional linear functional.
For the sake of concreteness, we usually take the spacing between dimensions to be
δ∆ = 0.1, and for operators of lower dimension we typically refine our grid to δ∆ = 0.001.
Furthermore, the cutoffs are chosen to be ∆max = 80 and lmax = 24. The choice of
cutoff is easy to justify, as suppressing the demand that the constraints for these values
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of (∆, l) be satisfied does not substantially alter the results. The choice of spacing is
taken in order to be sufficiently fast for calculations in an ordinary laptop, but refined
enough that a found α does not fail to solve the constraints for intermediate values of
the dimension (if it does so, one can ask for further constraints to be satisfied in the
troublesome areas).
Now that everything is in place, we can put our algorithm to work. First, we fix the
dimension of the lowest operator of the theory to be ∆φ, and take it as the external
operator in the correlator. We assume a spectrum, which contains the identity operator
(∆I = 0), the scalar φ, which we choose as defining the theory, then a second scalar
operator ε with a dimension to determine, and then all possible operators with dimension
∆ ≥ ∆ε that respect the unitarity bound. Taking the system to be symmetric under
inversion φ→ −φ, the possible operators appearing in the OPE, will be the identity, ε
and everything after that, so our constraints are:
α(FI) > 0 ; α(F∆,l) ≥ 0 for ∆ ≥ ∆ (3.7)
This translates as a finite (but very big) number of linear inequalities, with the following
aspect:
a1,0∂
1
zF∆,l(z, z¯)|z=z¯= 1
2
+ a2,1∂
2
z∂
1
z¯F∆,l(z, z¯)|z=z¯= 1
2
+ · · ·+ a6,1∂6z∂1z¯F∆,l(z, z¯)|z=z¯= 1
2
≥ 0
(3.8)
Where there are 10 coefficients, associated to our choice of taking derivatives up to the
eighth order. Of course, to satisfy hypothesis 2 of the Algorithm, the action of α on one
of the operators should be strictly positive. The only natural operator to choose is the
unit operator, because it is important in all field theories, and we will see that it has a
very special weight in the Bootstrap equations. We then have our only strict inequality:
a1,0∂
1
zFI(z, z¯)|z=z¯= 1
2
+ a2,1∂
2
z∂
1
z¯FI(z, z¯)|z=z¯= 1
2
+ · · ·+ a6,1∂6z∂1z¯FI(z, z¯)|z=z¯= 1
2
> 0 (3.9)
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In our case we generally have at least (80)/0.1+(80−2)/0.1+ · · ·+(80−24)/0.1 ≈ 9000
inequalities, and 10 unknowns. Most of the time we actually have a bit more than that,
because we increase the number of operators chosen (make the discretization finer) for
small values of the dimension ∆.
3.2.1 Using CB Derivatives to find the optimal bound
Before approaching this problem of many linear inequalities, we briefly discuss the way
we can use this to bound the dimension of the operator ε, ∆ε. Suppose we pick our
spectrum with a very large gap, that is ∆ε,1  ∆φ. In general this choice is inconsistent,
so we expect that the equations have a solution. If this happens, then our algorithm
allow us to exclude this choice of spectrum, that means that ∆ε 6= ∆ε,1. We claim that
in fact, if the equations have a solution, the result is stronger, in particular, it means
that ∆ε < ∆ε,1. Suppose then, that we found a solution to the system, with a gap ∆ε,1,
excluding this choice. Next, assume a second spectrum with gap ∆ε,2 > ∆ε,1. Then
all the equations associated to this spectrum were already included in the previous one,
because we assumed all possible operators above ∆ε,1 to exist. Because of this, the first
solution will work for any spectrum with ∆ε,2 > ∆ε,1, proving our claim.
Now suppose we choose ∆ε to be very close to ∆φ, which is physically reasonable (Liou-
ville theory for example, see [13]). The Bootstrap cannot exclude theories that we know
exist, otherwise they would not be consistent. Then, we expect the system of equations
to be unsolvable, which means that our algorithm cannot work, and we can not exclude
our choice of spectrum.
This suggests that there exists a method to find the best possible value, an optimal
bound for ∆ε. Choose a high value for ∆ε such that the equations are solvable, and we
exclude everything above, then lower it successively (maybe using a binary search for
speed), until the equations stop having a solution after lowering the dimension by the
minimum possible amount. This will give, by construction, the best possible bound for
this choice of linear functional.
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3.2.2 Solving many linear inequalities
Now we have a way to optimize our bound, but we still haven’t discussed how to verify
if the inequalities actually have a solution or not. In this framework we can have yet an-
other geometrical interpretation that will help us understand if our problem is solvable.
Each inequality defines a half-space through the origin, and as we take into account
more and more inequalities, we must consider the intersection of these half-spaces. This
cuts a cone in our 10-dimensional vector space, but because of our discretization, our
cone can be thought to have a ”base” which is a very complicated polytope. In the limit
where the constraints are taken to be continuous, this base becomes a smooth ”curve”:
this reminds us of the Semi-definite approach, and our discretization in then a polygonal
approximation to the methods of [14]. We see a sketch in Figure 3.3.
Figure 3.3: Each positivity condition defines a side of our polytope cone. The Identity
contribution sets a base. [14]
Essentially, any inequality we consider should define a half-space which intersects the
cone, and if all of them have a common point (a solution), then in fact there are infinitely
many solutions, because multiplying the solution vector by a positive constant will still
respect the sign of the linear combinations. Otherwise, the solution space would be just
the point at the origin, but this is excluded by the demand of the strict inequality for
the Identity Operator. (In figure 3.3, the Identity contribution is normalized to one, so
we see plane that does not contain the origin; this makes the previous argument clearer.)
Alternatively, one can choose a strict normalization α(FI) = 1 instead of an open one,
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α(FI) > 0 and therefore have a unique solution. The numerics are sometimes sensitive
to these choices, so one should use whatever stabilizes the problem.
The most common tool to attack a problem of many linear inequalities, is usually related
to finding the minimum of a linear function on the set defined by the inequalities (our
constraints). These problems are usually known as Linear Programming problems,
and there are many algorithms available to solve them. The most common ones are
in a family called ”Simplex Algorithms”, but in our case, where we have many more
inequalities than unknowns, the most appropriate choice in the ”Interior Point” Method.
Both of them are implemented in Mathematica and are easy to use.
There are however a few subtleties that make the use of these algorithms in our Bootstrap
Program not completely trivial:
1. There is no natural quantity to minimize.
2. Our unknowns am,n are not naturally bounded, there is no reason they should be
positive.
3. We have a strict inequality.
We now describe our strategies to attack these problems:
1. We can choose to minimize the first variable a1,0, or −α(FI). The second choice
is natural in the bounds to OPE coefficients, which we will discuss later, and the
first is the simplest conceivable linear function. (In this context, a linear function
is of the form c · x where c is a constant vector, and x = (a1,0, . . . , a6,1) is the
vector of unknowns; we can also take c = 0 and simply find a feasible solution)
2. Because if we find a solution any positive multiple of it will still work, all we need
to do is to allow the am,n to be negative (usually the algorithms take them as
positive). We then make the additional (weak) constraints am,n > −0.1. This just
ensures that negative values are allowed.
3. We define a small value δ, such that we replace the strict inequality, with α(FI) ≥ δ.
Numerically it does not make sense to demand a strict inequality, so we write ev-
erything in these terms (≥). As we mentioned before, we can normalize everything
with an equality, but this may imply that we need to tune condition 2.
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Because the zero vector is really close to being a solution (it only violates the strict
inequality), there are some occasional artificial solutions, with all am,n really close to
zero. When these solutions are checked they are sometimes false, so the introduction
of the ”machine δ” defined in 3, is important to drive the Interior Point method away
from these ”solutions”; of course the normalization α(FI) = 1 is also a good alternative
to solve this problem.
With all the machinery set in place, we can begin obtaining serious results.
3.3 Bounds in 2D Globally Conformal CFT
As seen in 2, the Global Conformal Blocks for identical scalars in a 2D CFT, have an
explicit formula obtained by Dolan and Osborn [9] [10]:
g2D∆,l(u, v) = z
∆+l
2 2F1(
∆ + l
2
,
∆ + l
2
,∆ + l; z) z¯
∆−l
2 2F1(
∆− l
2
,
∆− l
2
,∆− l; z¯) (3.10)
+ z
∆−l
2 2F1(
∆− l
2
,
∆− l
2
,∆− l; z) z¯∆+l2 2F1(∆ + l
2
,
∆ + l
2
,∆ + l; z¯)
Note that in general, 2D Conformal Symmetry is extended to Virasoro Symmetry, which
has infinitely many generators. in particular, it has a central generator (which commutes
with every other) and is known as the central charge. In most reviews of 2D CFT, the
theories are characterized by the representations of the Virasoro algebra under which
the operators transform, their Conformal dimensions (h = ∆+l2 ; h¯ =
∆−l
2 ) and by the
value of this central charge c. It seems then, that we are neglecting a lot of information
about 2D theories, and that we will only be able to make a very broad guess of where
allowed theories live, as global Conformal symmetry is far from being the full set of
information about 2D Conformal physics.
However, in spite of this massive omission, we will proceed with the program of 3.2.
We take our spectrum to respect the unitarity bounds, that is ∆ > 0 for scalars, and
∆ > l + d− 2 = l for operators with Spin. Also we assume that φ is an even operator,
so that it does not appear in its own OPE. Therefore, we use the identity operator, a
second scalar of theory ε whose dimension we bound, and every other possible operator
which respects ∆ > ∆ε and ∆ > l.
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The derivatives were computed directly with Mathematica, and we used the numerical
parameters mentioned in the previous section (indeed, we made the discretization for
the operator dimensions much smaller δ∆ = 0.001 for operators in the range ∆ ∈ [0., 2.],
which is the expected region for the values of ∆ε when ∆φ is between 0 and 0.2).
In Particular, for comparison with the first bound, in section 3, we obtained the optimal
Bound for the 2D Ising Model (Unitary theory with ∆φ =
1
8). The result is:
∆ε < 1.004 (3.11)
This is interesting for a few reasons:
• It doesn’t seem to have been a big improvement from our original 2D subspace in
3 (∆ε < 1.035).
• It appears that as we increase the dimension of the subspace we take (now we are
in a 10 parameter space), the bound seems to converge to ∆ε ≈ 1
It seems like we are not getting very far, but we must remember that the 2D Ising Model
has an exact solution, and in fact we know that ∆ε = 1. Then it is clear why the Boot-
strap can’t get the bound any lower than 1: There exists a physical Conformal theory,
which of course is consistent with our requirements of symmetry, unitarity and Crossing
invariance. Because we are only getting upper bounds, eventually our constraints hit
a physical ”wall”, which is a real theory. With this in mind, our result is a lot more
impressive, our bound is within 0.4% of being saturated by a real theory.
Our intuition is now clear, as we increase the number of parameters for our linear
functional, our upper bounds will go down, until they converge around some value,
and we won’t see significant changes, but we can obtain higher precision results. Of
course, with our approach we are technically only obtaining upper bounds, but slicker
techniques as in [14], allow the joint constraints of more correlation functions, which
in some cases can carve out islands in the space of CFTs, giving concrete values for
dimensions, up to some precision (in general this is only possible when giving additional
information about a specific theory, like the number of relevant operators or the existence
of a gap for spinning operators, there is no substantial improvement with using multiple
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correlators in the general carving out process that we present in this thesis, if nothing
else is assumed about the spectrum).
As before, the procedure can be extended to any value of ∆φ, and we can actually carve
out the map of 2D Conformal theories, as in 3.4:
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0.6
0.8
1.0
1.2
Δϕ⊗ϕ
Figure 3.4: A carved out map of 2D CFTs, in terms of the dimensions for the first
two scalar primaries φ and ε ∼ φ× φ, using CB derivatives
The result is quite remarkable as there exists a distinct feature in the plot, a kink around
(∆φ,∆ε) ≈ (0.12, 1.), which is close to the known value for the dimensions of the Ising
model (black dot). In fact for a sufficiently large number of derivatives, the kink does
converge to the Ising Model [2, 15]. To the right of this, there is an approximately
linear behavior, and when we consider the well known minimal-models, we can check
that they are in the allowed region, and in fact they are close to saturating our bound.
It is known, from the yellow book, for example, that for the minimal models Mm,m+1
(m > 3;m ∈ N) the dimensions are exactly:
∆φ =
1
2
− 3
2(m+ 1)
; ∆ε = 2− 4
m+ 1
(3.12)
In particular, m = 3 is the Ising model and this gives (∆φ,∆ε) = (
1
8 , 1), which is
indeed in the allowed region. Furthermore, m = 4, 5, 6 have dimensions (∆φ,∆ε) =
(15 ,
6
5); (
1
4 ,
4
3); (
2
7 ,
10
7 ), respectively. If we consider dimensions that go a bit higher, we can
actually verify this in the plot 3.5, where the allowed region is in blue, and the MM are
the black dots.
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Figure 3.5: A visual check that the dimensions of the Minimal Models are inside our
allowed region
The plot is strong support to our claim that we can’t improve our bounds much more
with just this technique, as we have the physical minimal models as walls that hold our
bounds.
This brings us back to the kink we mentioned earlier. We explored the right side of
it quite thoroughly, and noticed that the bounds can probably be improved to obtain
higher precision, but the results won’t change dramatically. However, to the left of it,
there is a steep descent in the dimensions of operators, which means that we are getting
smaller gaps. In this region, it is clear that there are no relevant theories which prohibit
our bounds from going down, and in fact we obtain much stronger results than in our
first approach with just 2 dimensional functionals.
It is also interesting to notice the size of the difference ∆ε−∆φ relative to the gap from
φ to the identity:
∆ε−∆φ
∆φ−∆I =
∆ε−∆φ
∆φ
≡ ξ this gives another view on the shape of the
spectrum and we can use Figure 3.6 for reference.
The kink close to the Ising model is still prominent in terms of this new scaled variable,
and it stresses our ability to notice important features of the space of CFTs, without
having introduced any data about a specific theory in the Bootstrap. Also notice that for
large values of ∆φ, ξ is smoothly decreasing. This is consistent with the minimal models,
which satisfy ξm = 3 +
4
m−2 . It is also interesting to notice that the scaled variable
changes less abruptly, with all theories satisfying ∆φ ∈ [0.02, 0.2] sitting approximately
in ξ ∈ [5, 7]
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Figure 3.6: Relative gap in 2D CFTs taken from the previous plots
The main conclusion is that one cannot define a consistent 2D unitary CFT with ar-
bitrarily high gaps between the dimensions of the operators. Very roughly, we can say
that:
∆ε −∆φ
∆φ
. 7 (3.13)
3.4 Bounding 4D CFTs
So far, we have done some non-trivial checks on the consistency of well-known 2D CFTs,
and we have also obtained some general bounds. However, because of the infinite sym-
metry of the Virasoro Algebra, the ability to completely solve CFTs, independently of
the Bootstrap Method makes our approach feel more like a check, than a truly new
way to obtain physical results. Indeed, there are many examples, in particular the afore
mentioned Minimal Models, in which the intricacies of the infinite Conformal symmetry
allow the existence of relatively simple spectra, in terms of multiplicities of representa-
tions, in which the dimensions of operators and even OPE coefficients are completely
determined.
When we make the jump to D ≥ 3, however, this scenario changes dramatically [16]. In
particular, the Conformal group is finite dimensional, and our introductory discussion
in 1 contains, albeit briefly, all the results that can be imposed from Ward Identities
associated to the Global Conformal symmetry. One of the main reasons for this added
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difficulty, is the fact that there are infinitely many primary operators in a CFT with
D ≥ 3. This is a standard fact, whose proof can be seen in [2].
Thankfully, our discussion regarding the symmetries of Conformal Blocks being the same
as the 4-pt function still holds, and we only need to focus on the Conformal Casimir
equation, which Dolan and Osborn solved exactly for 4-dimensions as well. Now the
CB contain the whole information about the symmetry of the theory, and we need not
worry about the Virasoro Algebra and central charge.
This time, the Global Blocks read [9, 10]:
g4D∆,l(u, v) =
zz¯
z − z¯ k∆+l(z)k∆−l−2(z¯)− k∆−l−2(z)k∆+l(z¯) (3.14)
Where we recall that: ka(y) = y
a
2 2F1(
a
2 ,
a
2 , a, y). Notice that there is a formal divergence
for z = z¯, so one should be careful when using symbolic calculus packages to compute
derivatives around our favorite point z = z¯ = 12 . In Particular, Mathematica’s Series
Coefficient function deals with this problem automatically.
The advantages of the Bootstrap Method become clear now. Once we have set up our
program to compute the Conformal Block derivatives and solve the Linear inequalities
in the framework described in 3.2.2, the procedure is essentially automatic. All we have
to do is adjust our assumptions on the spectrum. This time, the unitarity bound gives us
∆ ≥ d−22 = 1 for scalars (this is the dimension of a free scalar) and ∆ > l+d− 2 = l+ 2
for spinning operators. We take the identity operator (∆ = 0; l = 0) and consider that
the scalar primary of lowest dimension φ does not participate in his OPE to respect
parity, and again ε is the second lowest operator whose dimension we will bound. Once
more, we consider every other operator with ∆ > ∆ε and ∆ > l+2, up to our numerical
cutoff.
Applying our optimal bound technique, we obtain the plot in Figure 3.7:
In this case, the behavior is a lot smoother, and there are no noticeable features that
point to the existence of any theories of special interest. At least from the point of view
of the Ising Model, this is to be expected, as it becomes a mean field theory in 4D, so its
operator dimensions should be trivial, which essentially means they should coincide with
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Figure 3.7: Upper bound for the dimension of ε in terms of ∆φ in 4D CFT
a free scalar field and its square, with dimensions (∆φ,∆ε) = (1, 2) which corresponds
to the origin of 3.7 and is, as one would hope, in the allowed region.
3.4.1 Bounding OPE coefficients in 4D CFT
So far we have been interested in one part of the CFT data, the values of the Con-
formal dimensions, or the low-lying spectrum of our theory. However, as we discussed
previously, to describe a consistent CFT, the compatibility of the OPE is crucial, as we
used it to construct the Conformal Blocks. In particular the OPE coefficients, or the
3-pt function coefficients, define which operators contribute to correlators, in the CB
expansion, and fix the form of all higher n-point functions.
If we think about the OPE in the schematic language of 2.1 we can think of the OPE
coefficient as a ”coupling” between the two operators being fused and the one appearing
in the OPE, but of course, fijk merely measures the correlation between Oi,Oj ,Ok, and
to some extent how important a particular operator is in the OPE of the other two.
Note that, as we argued before, the OPE is convergent within some radius, so large
dimension operators can’t have arbitrarily high OPE coefficients, as this would spoil
OPE convergence.
Having reminded ourselves of the importance of the fijk, let us look at the Bootstrap
equation on 〈φφφφ〉 with different eyes, with particular attention to OPE coefficients
fφφO˜ ≡ λO˜. Our crossing symmetry equation 2.17 does not privilege any operator, but
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since we are interested in the relationship of the external φ with O˜, let us write it isolated
[17]:
λ2O˜α(F∆˜,l˜) = −α(FI)−
∑
O6=O˜
λ2Oα(F∆,l) (3.15)
Also, notice that we separated the contribution of the identity operator and of course,
fφφI=1, by normalization of 2-pt functions. Now, we want to isolate our OPE coefficient,
so we make a different constraint than the ones we usually make. We force:
α(F∆˜,l˜) = 1 (3.16)
Which means we can read-off the OPE coefficient:
λ2O˜ = −α(FI)−
∑
O6=O˜
λ2Oα(F∆,l) (3.17)
Now, of course most of the the quantities on the RHS are unknown, but if we make the
usual constraints: α(F∆,l) ≥ 0, we can obtain an upper bound for the OPE coefficient:
λ2O˜ = −α(FI)−
∑
O6=O˜
λ2Oα(F∆,l)︸ ︷︷ ︸
≥0
≤ −α(FI) (3.18)
That means, once again by considering every possible operator participating in the OPE
of φ× φ, and demanding positivity, we get the bound:
λ2O˜ ≤ −α(FI) (3.19)
Now because we have an inequality, and we became familiar with the linear programming
techniques, we have an obvious way to make our bound as good as possible: minimize
the quantity −α(FI). This is essentially using the fact that we can choose any α and
apply it to the crossing equation, and it will still be true, so we take the one that gives
us the best possible result. Notice, that unlike when we bounded operator dimensions,
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there is no iterative procedure to find the optimal bound, by construction, the bound
we obtain is optimal.
Now, it is easy to implement this procedure for various choices of O and φ as seen in
Figure 3.8.
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Figure 3.8: Upper bound for the OPE coefficient fφφO, as we change the dimension
of O and choose a few values for ∆φ
Note that our physical intuition is checked, as all OPE coefficients become smaller as
we increase the dimension of the intermediate/exchanged operator, to guarantee OPE
convergence. It is also noticeable that the upper value on OPE coefficients tends to
increase with the external dimension ∆φ when we keep ∆O fixed, this makes sense,
because we know that the bound on ∆ε always grows with ∆φ so, low lying operators
have the tendency to appear later, and thus need a larger OPE coefficient, to balance
the infinite tower of high spin and dimension (which should exist even for smaller ∆φ).
There is also a very clear peak, slightly to the left of ∆O, which intuitively should
correspond to the first operator in the OPE, that is ε = φ2, however it corresponds to
values smaller than those calculated from the dimension bound. This is not inconsistent,
it merely reflects the fact that when we minimize the OPE coefficient, we cannot assume
the next operator to be exactly at the extremal value, so we have extra constraints which
arise from all possible operators starting at ∆φ.
Chapter 4
Beyond bounds: more restrictive
Bootstrap
4.1 The extremal functional method
So far, the Bootstrap approach has given us quite a bit of information about the structure
of CFTs. However, it does not seem to be restrictive enough to actually solve a given
theory.
By smartly refining our previous methods, we will show that, for certain extremal sit-
uations [11, 18], the Conformal Bootstrap can actually fix the dimensions of several
operators, even for higher spin, and subsequently fix the OPE coefficients fφφO of the 2
external operator, with the operator we choose.
4.1.1 A sharper look at the optimal bound
Recalling the procedure 3.2.1, we refine our description of the crossing equation as a
sum of vectors in 2.4: The white region in our exclusion plot corresponds to forbidden
theories, that is, choices of spectrum that cannot satisfy crossing
∑
∆,l p∆,l
−−→
F
∆φ
∆,l = 0,
again, this means that there is no choice of OPE coefficients that adds the F-vectors
to zero, or, more geometrically, that our set of vectors are on a single half-space. In
general, let us consider this picture, when the theory is strongly excluded (or the linear
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programming problem is solved), when the theory is allowed (no solution for LPP),
and in the optimal case where decreasing ∆gap by our minimum interval δ∆, switches
the LPP from solvable to unsolvable. Schematically we represent the case of a two
dimensional subspace in Figure 4.1:
Figure 4.1: Sketch of 2d vectors F∆,l for a forbidden theory (top left), an allowed one
(top right) and the extremal/optimal case (bottom)
For the forbidden case (top left), it is clear that they cannot be added to zero, because
for any given vector, its negative is not part of the spectrum, or dually, we have a
straight line that separates all the vectors on a half-space. For the allowed CFT, we can
find no such line, or, in the primal formulation, we can think of positive coefficients that
make the sum zero. The limiting, extremal case is quite interesting, as we can find a
separating line, and of course the vectors above it can never participate as there are no
vectors below the line to cancel them. However, it is possible that vectors lying on the
line itself exist, and satisfy crossing!
This is suggesting that the vectors that have a zero dot product with the vector Λ
orthogonal to the line, actually exist and define the spectrum of theory. In this case, our
spectrum naturally becomes sparse, as we expect from many well-known CFTs. This is
a consequence of the fact that most of the vectors included in the sum are ruled out,
but a few special ones lying on the Λ plane, remain. To some degree, our CFT gets
truncated, and a few operators are chosen out, defining a unique solution to crossing
(as we said before, it is impossible to add any other vector that is not on the plane, as
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it cannot be canceled, by extremality, so this proves uniqueness). A unique solution to
crossing is the Bootstrap way of saying ”a unique CFT”!
From the point of view of the linear functionals α, this means that the zeros of the
functional are the operators existing in the spectrum, so we can now think of plotting
the following functions:
σl(∆) ≡ α(Fl(∆)) (4.1)
where we think of ∆ as a variable and not a parameter or lable. Therefore, for ∆ε = ∆
∗,
that is, for an extremal spectrum, we have that:
σlO(∆O) = 0 (4.2)
Means that operator O is part of the spectrum.
Of course, this procedure is approximate, for many reasons, namely the fact that the
optimal bound is obtained numerically, with a precision that depends on the discretiza-
tion, and more seriously on the number of derivatives taken, and the fact that the zeros
of the functional suffer from the same dependencies. It has been checked however, that
as we increase the number of derivatives the values obtained for the spectrum tend to
converge rather quickly, specially for low-lying operators. This also means that as we
increase the strength of our constraints by computing many derivatives, we will obtain
more and more operators [11].
Once we have a small number of operators composing our spectrum, we can still use the
crossing equation for even more information. Typically, the number of operators will
be smaller than the number of equations, which leaves the system undetermined under
normal conditions. However, by restricting the Bootstrap equation to a subspace of
dimension equal to the number of zeros found, we can solve it, and obtain an estimate
for the OPE coefficients. Indeed, we have, for k zeros of the function σlO(∆O), a
truncated expression for the crossing symmetry equation:

∂1z∂
0
z¯F∆1,l1(z, z¯)|z=z¯= 1
2
. . . ∂1z∂
0
z¯F∆k,lk(z,z¯)|z=z¯= 12
...
. . .
...
∂mz ∂
n
z¯ F∆1,l1(z, z¯)|z=z¯= 1
2
. . . ∂mz ∂
n
z¯ F∆k,lk(z, z¯)|z=z¯= 1
2
·

fφφO1
...
fφφOk
 = −

∂1z∂
0
z¯FI(z, z¯)|z=z¯= 1
2
...
∂mz ∂
n
z¯ FI(z, z¯)|z=z¯= 1
2

(4.3)
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where we have taken the pair (m,n) to be the one such that we have exactly k equations
in total, and the RHS is the contribution of the identity, whose OPE coefficients we
previously argued to be known and equal to 1. Of course, it is not clear that we get the
same result regardless of the set of equations we choose. A natural choice, however is to
pick the ones associated to lower dimensional derivatives, and increase their number, as
we increase the number of operators. The convergence of the OPE coefficients obtained
via this method is also discussed in detail in [11].
4.1.2 Using the EFM to solve the 2D Ising Model
For obvious reasons, we will apply the previously described method to a theory which
we will prove to be everyone’s favorite 2D system, the critical Ising model. We will make
the following two assumptions:
1. The theory is extremal
2. The theory has ∆φ =
1
8
From this, we will check, using the previous sections arguments, that the only solution
to the crossing equation under these assumptions is the 2D Ising model. Recall that
from the previous chapter, we had obtained ∆∗ = 1.004 for ∆φ = 0.125.
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Figure 4.2: Plot of functional α(F (∆)) for several spins(l = 0 blue, l = 2 yellow,
l = 4 green). Some dips are noticeable, but all the values are strictly positive (in fact
strictly greater than 1 as we demanded in the LPP)
First of all, just for concreteness, let us plot the functional for when the gap is com-
fortably above the critical values, and check that it is indeed positive definite. Taking
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∆gap = 1.5 and making the extra strict requirement α(Fl(∆)) ≥ 1 , we are able to solve
the LPP and plot α(Fl(∆)) for the first values of l in figure 4.2.
From the previous figure, our conclusions that we had actually excluded this value for
∆gap become evident, as we see the strictly positive value for α(F (∆)) = Λ · F (∆).
Interestingly, we noticed that for the scalar sector, there is a really low dip (see figure
4.3), which, however, stays strictly positive. This is already suggestive that when we
approach the extremal gap, this dip will become one of the aforementioned zeros, which
are the physical operators (We denote them by ∆k,l, with k an integer index). Now, we
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Figure 4.3: A dip in the scalar non-extremal functional, close to ∆ = 4. Later on
this will correspond to a zero of the extremal functional.
can use this idea to probe the extremal case, and check if our discussion of the existence of
null vectors actually works. For example, (and from now on setting ∆gap = ∆
∗ = 1.004),
noticing the value for the scalar sector, we have Figure 4.4.
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Figure 4.4: The zeroes of the scalar extremal functional, at ∆1,0 = 1.004 and ∆2,0 =
4.3
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It is clear that our scalar Operator at ∆∗ is annihilated by the linear functional and is
indeed the second lowest dimension scalar of the theory. As predicted before, we get a
second non-trivial operator, with dimension ∆ ≈ 4.3
Now, we can follow this procedure to the higher spin sector, and find non-trivial spinning
operators. Of course we expect the existence of the Stress-Energy Tensor, as this is a
fundamental entity of any CFT (in 2 dimensions ∆T = 2, lT = 2 ). Indeed we get
for spin 2, the log-plot (as is more common in the EFM literature) of Fig. 4.5. As
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Figure 4.5: The zeroes of the scalar extremal functional, at ∆1,2 = 2.0 and ∆2,2 = 4.8
expected, σ2(∆) has a distinct zero at ∆ = 2, corresponding to Tµν and there is also a
(softer numerically, should improve with more derivatives) zero at ∆ ≈ 4.8.
Finally, for completeness, we include the spin 4 sector in Figure 4.6:
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Figure 4.6: The zeroes of the scalar extremal functional, at ∆1,4 = 4.0 and ∆2,4 =
5.55
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Which continues the trend of including an operator that satisfies the unitarity bound
(∆ = l+ d− 2 = l), in this case ∆ = 4, and a non-trivial spin 4 operator with ∆ = 5.55.
If we go to higher spins, we stop having non-trivial zeros, but at spin 6, we still have
the unitarity bound operator (∆ = 6, l = 6). This gives us a set of seven zeros of the
functional, or seven physical operators, which we summarize on a table, and compare
to the known values from the exact solution of the critical 2D Ising model (∆th)
l = 0 l = 2 l = 4 l = 6
∆1,l 1.004 2. 4. 6.
∆th 1 2 4 6
∆2,l 4.3 4.8 5.55
∆th 4 6 5
Table 4.1: Operator dimensions obtained for ∆φ = 0.125 via EFM
At this number of derivatives N = 10 which is incredibly small compared to the special-
ized literature, we still get results which are correct within 20%, in the worst possible
case. As mentioned earlier, increasing the number of derivatives improves these values,
but we still get a qualitative check of the structure of the spectrum! Now, as discussed
previously, we can take these seven approximate operators, and get an estimate for the
OPE coefficients, by truncating the Bootstrap equation, only summing the Conformal
Blocks of the 7 operators we determined, and taking the contribution of the identity
as the non-homogeneous part (The OPE coefficients for I are already fixed to one).
Therefore, we have a set of 7 unknowns, but 10 linear equations, so we truncate them
and choose only the first 7, as we discussed. This gives the Equations:
f2φφO1,0∂
1
z∂
0
z¯F1.004,0(z, z¯)|z=z¯= 1
2
+ · · ·+ f2φφO1,6∂1z∂0z¯F6,6(z, z¯)|z=z¯= 12 = −∂
1
z∂
0
z¯FI(z, z¯)|z=z¯= 1
2
. . .
f2φφO1,0∂
5
z∂
0
z¯F1.004,0(z, z¯)|z=z¯= 1
2
+ · · ·+ f2φφO1,6∂5z∂0z¯F6,6(z, z¯)|z=z¯= 12 = −∂
5
z∂
0
z¯FI(z, z¯)|z=z¯= 1
2
(4.4)
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Where ∂5z∂
0
z¯ is the last of the seven derivatives we chose. This is now a set of 7 linear
equation on the 7 unknowns f2φφOi . Using a linear solver, we find the OPE coefficients,
and compare them to the known results (We compare to the OPE coefficients of the
actual operator whose dimensions are slightly off from the ones we obtained).
fφφ(∆,l) (1.004, 0) (4.3, 0) (2, 2) (4.8, 2) (4, 4) (5.55, 4) (6, 6)
Obtained 0.499 0.0147 0.178 0. 0.019 0.0056 0.0057
Exact Solution 0.5 0.0156 0.177 0.0026 0.021 0.0055 0.0037
Table 4.2: OPE coefficients for the 2D Ising model solved with the approximate
operator dimensions
It is remarkable that even though we already had errors of the order of 10% in the
operator dimensions, we still get quantitatively useful results, namely for those operators
with smaller errors in the determination of ∆ (ε, Tµν , . . . ). This seems to be because
of the convergence of the OPE (forgetting about operators with large dimensions does
not change the balance of the crossing equation too much), and because of the fact that
we have a sparse spectrum. Only a few operators exist, and they must balance each
other on the crossing equation, which means that small nudges on the dimension gives
small nudges to the OPE coefficients, in such a way that the dominant operators for the
convergence, remain dominant.
It also neat to check that the central charge, c =
∆2φ
f2φφT
≈ 0.493 is rather close to the
value for the Ising model c = 12 . The central charge determines the Virasoro algebra
for the 2D CFT in question, but in this case, we obtained information about it using
only the global part of the Conformal Algebra. This justifies our initial statement that
taking ∆φ =
1
8 and looking for the extremal theory defines the 2D Critical Ising model!
(We just defined a whole theory from kinematical and consistency statements, including
extremality, using the single dynamical input ∆φ =
1
8)
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4.2 The method of Determinants
After our approach with the EFM, we have used the Bootstrap to actually solve a
CFT. However, our procedure was dependent on the fact that it was on the edge of the
allowed region, or what we called an Extremal CFT. This is interesting, but limited,
because many CFTs may not be extremal, and also unintuitive, because we obtained a
solution to a theory we were not necessarily thinking about, and there was no physical
understanding of the condition of extremality (generality is great, but it would also be
interesting to get results about theories we are particularly interested in).
In the second part of this Chapter, we present a method, advocated by Gliozzi [19, 20],
in which one obtains an approximate spectrum and OPE coefficients, but for a theory
of which we are generally aware of its fusion properties. By this, we mean that we know
the structure of the OPE:
φ× φ ∼
∑
i
NiO∆i,li (4.5)
Where we label the operators O being exchanged by their quantum numbers (∆i, li),
and the number Ni accounts for possible degeneracy of these quantum numbers. No
knowledge of OPE coefficients is implicit (only the fact that these are the only non-zero
ones).
4.2.1 Truncating the OPE and the Rouche´-Capelli Theorem
Having chosen a theory, and knowing its fusion rule, we get to one of the main assump-
tions of this method: Because the OPE converges, truncating it after a finite number
of operators is a reasonable approximation, which gets better the more operators we
keep. This distinguishes the present idea from our previous methods where we made
very basic assumptions about the spectrum, and included every possible operator in the
crossing sum rule. As in all of our previous Bootstrap methods, however, we think of
the crossing equation as being turned into a finite number of equations, by considering
derivatives around the crossing symmetric point. First, we write the crossing equation
in a more convenient way (Isolate and Divide by the Identity contribution):
∑
O6=I
f2φφO
(
v∆φg∆,l(u, v)− u∆φg∆,l(v, u)
u∆φ − v∆φ
)
= 1 (4.6)
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Then, as we have done many times now, we take N derivatives around the self-dual
point (in this case we made the change of variables z → a+
√
b
2 , z¯ → a−
√
b
2 and take
derivatives ∂ma ∂
n
b |a=1,b=0 ), and get N + 1 equations (H was defined in 3.1):
∑
O6=I
f2φφOH
∆φ
∆,l (1, 0) = 1 (4.7)∑
O6=I
f2φφO∂
2m
a ∂
n
bH
∆φ
∆,l (a, b)|a=1,b=0 = 0 (4.8)
The values m,n ∈ N are chosen such that we take N derivatives, and they are written
(2m,n) because other derivatives vanish in this choice of a, b variables. The major
simplification is our assumption of truncability of the OPE, which leaves the sum with
a finite number (say M) of terms:
f2φφO1∂
2m
a ∂
n
bH
∆φ
∆1,l1
(a, b)|a=1,b=0 + · · ·+ f2φφOM∂2ma ∂nbH
∆φ
∆M ,lM
(a, b)|a=1,b=0 = 0 (4.9)
With this, we have N homogeneous linear equations for the M unknown OPE coefficients
(f2φφO1 , . . . , f
2
φφOM ), and a single non-homogeneous linear equation:
f2φφO1H
∆φ
∆1,l1
(1, 0) + · · ·+ f2φφOMH
∆φ
∆M ,lM
(1, 0) = 1 (4.10)
It is interesting to notice the similarities to the EFM method, where our equations also
become truncated, but by extremality, not by our knowledge of the Fusion rule, and our
manifest neglecting of Operators appearing after the first M we choose.
Now, the other key ingredient of this method comes in. If we have N linear homogeneous
equation on M unknowns, and N > M , the following statement (Rouche´-Capelli theo-
rem) holds: The system will have a solution if and only if the determinants of all M×M
minors of the matrix of coefficients vanish. In particular, in an N ×M matrix there are(
N
M
)
determinants to require to vanish. Note that these determinants are a function of
∆φ and of up to M dimensions ∆Oi . Then we can write down the fundamental equations
of the method of determinants:
Di(∆φ,∆Oi) ≡ det(∂2mia ∂nib H
∆φ
∆i,li
(a, b)|a=1,b=0) = 0 (4.11)
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Where mi, ni label the matrix elements of the ith minor we consider. Now these are
implicit (non-linear) equations for the dimensions of the operators, which define hyper-
surfaces in ∆-space. At their common intersection we will find a spectrum which is
consistent with our M -truncation. Having found the solution for our spectrum, we
can plug it into the truncated linear equations (including the non-homogeneous one),
and solve it for an approximated set of OPE coefficients (even though we have more
equations than unknowns, note that by setting the determinants to zero we created linear
dependency between the equations, and we get a normalization from the inhomogeneous
equation which allows us to completely solve the problem). Therefore, this makes it
possible to solve the (approximate) CFT data of a particular theory, just by knowing
its Fusion rules (which can be fixed to some degree by symmetry or other physical
arguments).
4.2.2 Solving a 4D free scalar model with the method of determinants
Our method seems reasonable, but we have had no care at all about the error introduced
by truncation. Therefore we do a simple check on everybody’s first passion, the free
scalar field. This will allows to see how good (or bad) the method actually is, at
least when compared to an exactly solved CFT. First, we know that the OPE of the
fundamental field φ should be [19]:
φ× φ ∼ I + ε[∆φ2 , 0] + Tµν [4, 2] + [∆φ2 + 4, 4] + ... (4.12)
Where we denoted operators by their symbol, but also by their quantum numbers [∆, l].
Of course, we know that, in a free scalar theory, dimensional analysis is good enough
to calculate operator dimensions: ∆φ = 1,∆ε = 2 but this will not be an assumption.
We will see that this follows from the Bootstrap. With our choice of truncation, we
introduced M = 3 unknowns to the Bootstrap equations: fφφε , fφφT , fφφ,l=4 Where
l = 4 means the only spin 4 operator included in our Truncated OPE. Note however
that we only have 2 unknown operator dimensions: ∆φ,∆ε. For our method to work, we
need more than 3 derivatives. We will use the minimum possible value: 4 derivatives.
We take (2m,n) = (0, 1); (2, 0); (0, 2); (2, 1), which are the lowest possible order non-
vanishing derivatives. We then have a 4×3 matrix of coefficients which gives us (43) = 4
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equations for vanishing determinants. We first plot the 4 equations Di(∆φ,∆ε) = 0,
which are the curves in Figure 4.7:
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Figure 4.7: The 4 curves corresponding to the vanishing of the determinant for the 4
minors. A single intersection is manifest.
It is clear that all 4 curves (the blue and red one almost coincide in this region of ∆-
space) meet at a single point, close to the expected value (∆φ = 1,∆ε = 2). Indeed, if
we numerically solve each pair of simultaneous equations:
Di(∆φ,∆ε) = 0
Dj(∆φ,∆ε) = 0 (4.13)
Some of the curves intersect on more than one place, but all of them have the common
solution:
(∆φ,∆ε) = (1., 2.) (4.14)
Where the 1. and 2. are rounded to 7 decimal places but have minor numerical differences
beyond this order depending on the pair of minors chosen. It is remarkable how precise
this result is, but the introduction of a spin 4 operator with the dimension given in terms
of ∆ε is giving a lot of information about the fact that the theory is uncoupled. Any
way, for such a small number of operators, the results, in what concerns the spectrum,
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are remarkable. Having fixed the dimensions, we still have a set of 4+1 linear equations
which we can use to find OPE coefficients, introducing the newly found values for the
dimensions we have:
H
∆φ
2,0 (1, 0) H
∆φ
4,2 (1, 0) H
∆φ
4+2,4(1, 0)
∂1bH
∆φ
2,0 (1, 0) ∂
1
bH
∆φ
4,2 (1, 0) ∂
1
bH
∆φ
4+2,4(1, 0)
∂2aH
∆φ
2,0 (1, 0) ∂
2
aH
∆φ
4,2 (1, 0) ∂
2
aH
∆φ
4+2,4(1, 0)
∂2bH
∆φ
2,0 (1, 0) ∂
2
bH
∆φ
4,2 (1, 0) ∂
2
bH
∆φ
4+2,4(1, 0)
∂2a∂
1
bH
∆φ
2,0 (1, 0) ∂
2
a∂
1
bH
∆φ
4,2 (1, 0) ∂
2
a∂
1
bH
∆φ
4+2,4(1, 0)

·

f2φφε
f2φφT
f2φφ,l=4
 =

1
0
0
0
0

(4.15)
Where ∂2ma ∂
n
bH
∆φ
∆i,li
(1, 0) is shorthand notation for ∂2ma ∂
n
bH
∆φ
∆i,li
(a, b)|a=1,b=0. These
equation do have a solution because of linear dependence of the bottom 4, which is:
f2φφε = 2.196 , f
2
φφT = 0.278 , f
2
φφ,l=4 = 0.044 (4.16)
These are in the same order of magnitude of the exact values (we compute them in the
Appendix A), but have errors as high as 54%. The exact values are f2φφε = 2 , f
2
φφT =
1
3 = 0.333 , f
2
φφ,l=4 =
1
35 = 0.029. It is clear that the truncation is not as miraculous as
it seemed when we computed the dimensions. The convergence of the OPE is delicate,
and of course, only including 3 operators induces errors to compensate the ones that
were suppressed. Even so, it is impressive that from such a large simplification we got
a really good picture of the theory underneath our fusion rules, the free scalar.
These results suggest that there is something intrinsically important in the unitarity
bound and the dimension for a free scalar, as the dimensions obtained are far more
accurate than the OPE coefficients. Of course, increasing the number of operators in
the OPE, we get more unknowns, and the OPE coefficients begin to converge, as is
claimed by Gliozzi [19], and is also expected from the point of view of the EFM.

Chapter 5
A Twist field correlator approach
to Modular Invariance
So far we have reviewed a series of well established results in the Bootstrap literature, and
obtained them with minimal effort from the computational point of view, that is, without
resorting to complicated semi-definite solvers or very optimized Linear Programming
solvers.
Before concluding this thesis, we attempt an alternative approach to a famous result in
CFT, which, as far as we know, has not been tackled in this manner.
5.1 The Hellerman Bound
In his famous paper [21], Simeon Hellerman obtained a Universal bound for Unitary 2D
CFTs that states the following:
Every Unitary 2D CFT (c, c˜ > 1) possesses a primary operator of dimension ∆1, such
that 0 < ∆1 <
c+c˜
12 + 0.473695.
c and c˜ are known as the left and right moving central charges, which are a very im-
portant property of CFTs (We present a summary of the most important results in 2D
CFT in Appendix B). For our purposes, we can take c = c˜ and the bound is on c6 .
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This has a beautiful interpretation from AdS3/CFT2 dictionary, which establishes that
the lowest massive excitation of a 3D theory of gravity with negative cosmological con-
stant Λ must satisfy m < 14GN +O(Λ
1/2).
Originally this bound was obtained by performing Bootstrap techniques known as Mod-
ular Bootstrap [22], which take advantage of the so-called Modular invariance of CFTs
on a torus. By this we mean CFTs with a compactified spatial dimension and imagi-
nary time, which we can think of as turning on a temperature 1β . By thinking of taking
the path integral in slices of constant spacial coordinate or constant temperature and
requiring them to match, the modular invariance equation is obtained:
Z(β) = Z(
4pi2
β
) (5.1)
What we called modular Bootstrap, then, consists of assuming a spectrum and choosing
linear functionals which could be of the form:
α =
N∑
n=1
(β∂β)
n|β=2pi (5.2)
The point β = 2pi is a self-dual point which is analogous to the crossing symmetric point
(z = z¯ = 12) of the usual correlator Conformal Bootstrap. With these functionals, we can
write a similar set of positivity constraints and derive bounds, for example by imposing
a gap between the ground state (which has energy − c12) and the first excited state,
and checking whether the positivity constraints are satisfied or not. The argument is by
contradiction, just like we described in Chapter 2. Usually, Modular Bootstrap is slightly
more complicated as the partition function can be organized in terms of characters of
representations of the Virasoro Algebra χ. Then the action of the derivatives is not
as trivial as simply differentiating the standard Boltzmann form of a partition function
Z =
∑
e−β∆.
5.2 Introducing topology in flat space: Twist fields
In order to be able to use the correlator Bootstrap we have developed so for, we need to
be able to translate the partition function on the Torus, to a correlation function on a
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flat-space CFT, which is all we know how to handle. To do this, we use the so-called twist
fields (not to be confused with the quantity τ = ∆− l which is also called twist), which
generates additional sheets for our CFT and give it non-trivial geometry, by introducing
branch points and cuts. This is explained in [23] in the context of entanglement entropy
of Conformal Field Theories.
Their description is made in terms of a partition function on an n-sheeted surface: Zn.
They also consider subparts of configuration space which are described with branch cuts
with their end on a pair of branch points (uj , vj), and there could be, in General, N
such cuts. In fact, the corresponding partition function is calculated on an n-sheeted
Riemann Surface with N branch cuts, and their prescription, is that computing this is
the same as considering the following 2N-pt function:
〈Φn(u1)Φ−n(v1) . . .Φn(uN )Φ−n(vN )〉 (5.3)
These Φn are very special operators, called twist-n operators, which create the geometry
of the branch cuts and define how path integrals should be taken when we change
between different sheets (how many twists we have to take to come back to the sheet
where we started). They have Conformal dimensions hn = h¯n that satisfy [23]:
hn = h¯n =
c
24
(
1− 1
n2
)
(5.4)
As is mentioned in the Appendix B, the Conformal dimensions are related to ∆ and l,
such that these twist-n operators have:
ln = 0 , ∆n =
c
12
(
1− 1
n2
)
(5.5)
Now, from the previous section, we saw that the Hellerman bond was obtained from the
invariance of the partition function under a modular transformation of the Torus. To
use the framework of twist operators and apply it to torus modular invariance, we make
the following claim:
A 2-sheeted Riemann surface with 4 twist-2 insertions,i.e, with 2 branch cuts, is a Torus.
The proof is the following series of drawings:
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Figure 5.1: The claimed 2-sheeted CFT with 4 operator insertions(two cuts)
Figure 5.2: The 2 sheets are seen as Riemann Spheres with the points at infinity, and
are connected by the two cuts
Figure 5.3: Performing a continuous homotopy we see that the we object we con-
structed is a torus
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Now it is clear that the relevant quantity to study modular invariance with the Bootstrap
on the correlator is a 2×N = 4 point function of twist-2 operators (2-sheets):
〈Φ2(u1)Φ−2(v1)Φ2(u2)Φ−2(v2)〉 (5.6)
Of course, because this is a four point function of operators with the same quantum
numbers, we can use the OPE and impose crossing symmetry, just as we have for every
other correlator in this thesis. From this, we expect to extract information similar to
the one obtained by modular invariance methods.
5.3 Bootstrapping twist-2 correlators
The key fact we used to employ the numerical Bootstrap strategy on the crossing equa-
tion, was that it was organized in a sum over all possible primary operators, where each
one had the contribution of its Conformal family embedded in a Conformal Block. Now
we are interested in a case where there are many more descendants associated to the
infinite family of Virasoro Generators. Therefore there will be a more general Conformal
Block with which we will need to worry about: the Virasoro Block.
5.3.1 Virasoro Blocks
An explicit expression for the Virasoro Blocks is not known [24]. However there are a
couple of Recursion relations, developed by Zamolodchikov [25, 26], and made systematic
by Perlmutter [24]. We have then, two possible main strategies:
1. Decompose the Virasoro Representations in global representations, by summing
over global Blocks which correspond to Quasi-primaries (which are descendants
from the Virasoro point of view) From the tree in Appendix B.1, this corresponds
to choosing quasi primaries and summing over the branches generated by acting
only with L−1. This can be implemented with a recursion relation based on poles
in the central charge, as null states that appear in MM values of the central
charge will make it blow up. This makes sense, because in the c → ∞ limit, the
contribution of Virasoro descendants are completely suppressed by their norms
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(which grow with c because of the commutation relations), and all that remains
is the Global Conformal family of the primary. As we pick up more c poles, more
and more quasi-primaries begin contributing
2. As described in Chapter 2, we can use poles on the Conformal dimensions of
quasi-primaries directly, to recursively obtain the Block. In the Virasoro case this
is much more complicated, and the recursion relation leads to Blocks being written
in the Elliptic variable q = exp
(
−piK(1−z)K(z)
)
as a power series whose order grows
with the number of poles used. (K(z) is the complete elliptic integral of the first
kind)
The first strategy is better from the point of view of the large c limit, as we immediately
obtain back the Global Block, which makes it easier to compare to results we already
had. However, the recursion depends simultaneously on values of c and h which makes
it more inefficient, and harder to implement at high order. The second strategy is
more commonly used in the literature, for example [13, 27, 28] have used it, and in
particular, [27] made their implementation available. Interestingly the Virasoro Blocks
also correspond to some cases of SuperConformal Blocks, as was seen in [28] and in
calculations in the paradigmatic case of Liouville theory [13, 29]. To be more explicit,
the q-expansion reads:
G(c, hi, hp; z) = (16q)hp−
c−1
24 z
c−1
24 (1− z) c−124 −h2−h3θ3(q)
c−1
2
−4∑i hiH(c, hi, hp, q) (5.7)
Where the hi are the external operator dimensions (in particular note that even if they
are all the same, the Block will still depend on hext, unlike the global case), hp is the
Conformal dimension of the primary being exchanged, θ3(q) is the Jacobi elliptic theta
function θ3(q) =
∑+∞
n=−∞ q
n2 , and H contains all the information about the recursion
and the series expansion in q:
H(c, hi, hp, q) = 1 +
∞∑
m,n=1
(16q)mn
hp − h〈m,n〉
Rm,nH(c, hi, h〈m,−n〉) (5.8)
Where 〈m,n〉 labels the null states, and Rm,n is a factor of the residue which depends
only on the external dimension and the dimensions of null states.
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We also need to recall that the actual Conformal Block contains two factors as in Eq.
2.9, so we need to multiply this by the corresponding z¯ Block.
It is clear however that this form for the Blocks is not very amenable to the deriva-
tive method around the crossing symmetric point. First, the expansion is written in a
complicated variable, and, although it is a series expansion, it is centered around q = 0
which also corresponds to z = 0. The Blocks themselves, though, are really efficiently
implemented in [27] and so computing their value (but not their z derivatives, specially
of higher order) is a rather fast task.
5.3.2 A multi-point Bootstrap
Motivated by our paradigm of being minimalistic from the computational point of view,
and using a technique in the spirit of [30] , we choose a different kind of subspace for the
crossing equation 2.17 of this problem. Instead of focusing on a single point z = z¯ = 12 ,
we compute the crossing symmetrized Virasoro Block F (the Virasoro version of 2.17)
on a series of points on the line z¯ = 12 , z ∈ [0, 12 ], and compute first order derivatives on
both directions (note that ∂z 6= ∂z¯ because we are away from the crossing symmetric
point). In particular, we built the vectors:
−−−→
F∆2∆,l,c =

F∆2∆,l,c(0.49, 0.5)
F∆2∆,l,c(0.48, 0.5)
F∆2∆,l,c(0.47, 0.5)
F∆2∆,l,c(0.46, 0.5)
∂zF∆2∆,l,c(z, 0.5)|z=0.5
∂zF∆2∆,l,c(z, 0.5)|z=0.4
∂z¯F∆2∆,l,c(0.4, z¯)|z¯=0.5
∂zF∆2∆,l,c(z, 0.5)|z=0.3
∂z¯F∆2∆,l,c(0.3, z¯)|z¯=0.5
∂zF∆2∆,l,c(z, 0.5)|z=0.2
∂z¯F∆2∆,l,c(0.2, z¯)|z¯=0.5
∂zF∆2∆,l,c(z, 0.5)|z=0.1
∂z¯F∆2∆,l,c(0.1, z¯)|z¯=0.5

(5.9)
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Which are 12 dimensional, and contain points which are not in the euclidean regime
z¯ = z∗. The Bootstrap equation holds for any value of (z, z¯), so we chose the points
merely by numerical convenience. Also, ∆2 = 2h2 denotes the dimension of the external
twist-2 operator. Note that having more components does not automatically give a
stronger constraint. For example in Chapter 3, we mainly used 10 components, but
high order derivatives depend on the value of the function on a vicinity of the point.
This means intuitively that they should contain more information.
Now we arrive at the point where we can perform the Bootstrap. Our assumptions for
the spectrum and the correlation functions are as follows:
• The external dimension of the twist operator is ∆2 = 2 c24(1− 122 ) = c16 .
• We will take c as the parameter, and constrain ∆1(c) with c 1.
• The identity Block will be exchanged, and the next family will correspond to
primaries of dimension ∆1. All operators included satisfy ∆ > max(∆1, l).
As we impose the constraint for all operators, regardless of spin, our bound is on a
primary, not necessarily a scalar primary. This was clear in [21]. In the 2D case the
unitarity bound is just ∆ ≥ l. In this particular problem, we just chose to minimize the
zero vector (Feasibility LPP), and normalized the contribution of the Identity to one,
which vastly improved numerical stability. We obtained the plot of Figure 5.4:
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Figure 5.4: The maximum allowed value for the gap on a primary ∆1 as a function
of c. The blue dots are the obtained results and the yellow line is the original bound
of [21]
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Indeed, we were able to reproduce the Hellerman bound. In fact, the best fit line for
our data is:
∆H(c) =
c
5.86
+ 0.014 (5.10)
This weakens the factor in c but improves the order 1 parameter. However, fixing the
slope to be six, all the points satisfy:
∆1 ≤ c
6
+ 0.6 (5.11)
And most of them actually satisfy a stronger version with the constant being smaller
than 0.473.
This is not a surprise as this bound was severely improved in [22]. The technique
was still modular Bootstrap, but the increasing power of cluster computations allows
for derivatives of an extremely high order to be accounted for, and the bounds indeed
improve dramatically. We also attempted to perform the Bootstrap for twist operators
of larger twist, which should correspond to exploring a single modular parameter of
more complicated Riemann surfaces. This still provided bounds, but all were weaker
than the one for twist two. Perhaps introducing multiple correlators simultaneously as
in [15], would make stronger bounds, but we leave this for future work.
Even though our construction is essentially just another way to write a partition func-
tion on the torus, from the numerical point of view there are substantial numerical
differences between our approach and the standard Modular way. The Virasoro Blocks
are extremely complicated and are not known explicitly, unlike the Virasoro characters
χ. We conjecture it may be possible to improve the bound of [22], using our techniques
combined with the computational power of the cutting edge numerical calculations, but
leave this for future work.

Chapter 6
Conclusion
To finish off this thesis, we recap the main results that were obtained, and give brief
suggestions of alternative paths that could have been taken, and of possible future work
to follow up the results presented here.
As we argued in Chapter 1, Conformal Field theory is an excellent playground to probe
strongly coupled Quantum field theories. Conformal Symmetry allows us to kinemati-
cally fix many important properties, leaving only some model dependent quantities to
be computed. Here enters the Bootstrap approach advocated in Chapter 2: We could
consider a Lagrangian for a specific theory and attempt to solve it, as a one-off en-
deavor, but instead, we proceed to write down further general statements about every
Conformal Field Theory, and use them to obtain information, without worrying about
what microscopic physics is behind the field theory. We did not even need to write a
Lagrangian.
Having understood the main philosophy of the Bootstrap, we proceeded to exploit the
Bootstrap equation 2.17, by considering finite dimensional subspaces of it, and using
linear functionals to write down a Dual LPP, which is an approachable problem, unlike
the full Bootstrap equation whose analytic properties still remain vastly unexplored.
This opened the door for Chapter 3, where we applied the previously described tech-
niques, to recover several standard results in the literature. We bounded scalar dimen-
sion ∆ε(∆φ) in 2D, where we found the famous Ising kink, and checked that many
well-known theories were inside our predicted region. We extended our work to 4D,
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where we were also able to bound OPE coefficients, with a slight modification of the
previous methods.
Having shown the power of the Bootstrap as a cartographer of the space of CFTs, we
went on to more restrictive results, in Chapter 4. We refined our interpretation of the
bounds previously derived and took advantage of the Extremal cases, to apply the EFM
and actually obtain an approximate set of operator dimensions and OPE coefficients for
several operators in the 2D Ising Model. We also made a brief description of another
approach to the Bootstrap, known as Gliozzi’s method. We exploited the knowledge of
the fusion rules to calculate Operator dimensions and OPE coefficients, in the simple
case of a 4D free scalar field.
With this, we went on to attack a very well known problem in the literature, bounding
operator dimensions as a function of the Central charge in a 2D CFT. Here, we took an
alternative approach to the methods of Modular Bootstrap which rely on properties of
the partition function, and used Twist-fields that allowed us to build a 4-pt correlation
function for a flat CFT, which was the bread and butter of our Bootstrap approach.
The application of this novel method allowed us to reproduce the results of [21].
On what regards alternative paths and future work, there are a few points to be touched.
We chose to use Linear Programming methods instead of Semi-definite ones, which in
general give stronger bounds and are very widely used. This was a choice based on
simplicity, but also on the will to obtain results without resorting to external software,
showing that interesting Bootstrap results can be obtained in a single laptop, without
being an expert in programming.
This leads to the fact that many results in the literature resort to Bootstrapping various
simultaneous correlation functions as in [15]. This has allowed the appearance of islands
and archipelagos in the space of CFTs, that is, generating restricted regions that narrow
down the operator dimensions for certain theories. It is generally said that these multiple
correlator problems are only possible in the semi-definite approach, but this false, as was
shown in [18], where multi-correlator problems are solved in the Linear programming
framework. Indeed, this would be one possible path to further develop this work.
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In fact, it would be interesting to use more than one correlation function for twist
operators of different n, to improve the results obtained in chapter 5, and possibly
compete with the state-of-the-art bound of [22].
As a final note, a recent paper [31], has been able to produce these famous islands with
single-correlator Bootstrap, using stronger assumptions on the spectrum. This suggests
that the actual improvement obtained in [15], is mostly due to the assumption on the
number of relevant operators, and not on the multiple correlators. Pursuing these ideas
would also be a very natural continuation of this thesis.

Appendix A
OPE coefficients for a 4D free
scalar
In this appendix, we will compute the OPE coefficients f2φφε , f
2
φφT , f
2
φφ,l=4 for the 4D
free scalar field. We recall from Chapters 1 and 2 that the 4-pt function can be written
as:
〈φ(x1)φ(x2)φ(x3)φ(x4)〉 = g(u, v)
x
2∆φ
12 x
2∆φ
34
(A.1)
With the conformal block expansion:
g(u, v) =
∑
O
f2φφOg∆O,lO (A.2)
We will compute the 4-pt function exactly and then expand it conformal blocks to read
the OPE coefficients. For the 4D free scalar, it is really simple to compute the 4-pt
function. We just use Wick contractions (φi ≡ φ(xi)):
〈φ1φ2φ3φ4〉 = 〈φ1φ2φ3φ4〉+ 〈φ1φ2φ3φ4〉+ 〈φ1φ2φ3φ4〉 (A.3-I)
And the contraction of 2-fields is replaced by their 2-pt function. But these were fixed
in Chapter 2 as well, which means that the 4-pt function is:
〈φ1φ2φ3φ4〉 = 1|x12|2|x34|2 +
1
|x14|2|x23|2 +
1
|x13|2|x24|2 (A.3)
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Where we used ∆φ = 1 for a free scalar field. Now, relating the 4-pt function to g(u, v)
and recalling the definition of u and v we obtain:
g(u, v) = 1 + u+
u
v
(A.4)
Of course the one is just the contribution of the identity in a conformal block expansion,
and we will write it on the left hand side. In z, z¯ variables we have then:
g(u, v)−1 = zz¯+ zz¯
(1− z)(1− z¯) = 2zz¯+zz¯(z+z¯+z
2+z¯2+zz¯+z3+z¯3+z2z¯+zz¯2+O(z4, z¯4))
(A.5)
Where we expanded around z = z¯ = 0, and all the higher order terms have coefficient
one. Now, because of our assumption of fusion rules in Chapter 4, we can write the
expected CB decomposition:
g(u, v)− 1 = f2φφεg∆ε,0 + f2φφT g4,2 + f2φφ,l=4g4+∆ε,4 + . . . (A.6)
We expanded the right hand-side around z = z¯ = 0 which gives, using the more compact
notation (f2φφε, f
2
φφT , f
2
φφ,l=4) = (a, b, c) for readability:
g(u, v)−1 = a(zz¯+z
2z¯
2
+
zz¯2
2
)+(
a
3
+b)(z3z¯+zz¯3+z2z¯2)+(
a
4
+
3b
2
)P (z5, z¯5)+(
a
5
+
12b
7
+c)P (z5, z¯5)
(A.7)
Where P (zn, z¯n) denotes the sum of all terms of the form zpz¯q with p + q = n and
p, q ≥ 1. By matching the coefficients of our exact result and the CB decomposition
order by order we obtain the result presented in Chapter 4:
f2φφε = 2 , f
2
φφT =
1
3
, f2φφ,l=4 =
1
35
(A.8)
Appendix B
Summary of main results in 2D
CFT
In this appendix we summarize and briefly motivate the necessary results about 2D CFT
[32–34] which are necessary to understand this thesis, mainly in Chapter 5.
B.1 A larger set of symmetry
In Chapter 1 we saw that the defining equation for the Conformal transformations was
the Conformal Killing equation 1.10. In 2D it reads:
∂11 = ∂22 , ∂12 = −∂21 (B.1)
Which are the Cauchy-Riemann equations of Complex analysis, which means that 1, 2
are the real and imaginary parts of a complex (locally) holomorphic function (z) (In
fact, there also exists a anti-holomorphic analogue of this story. Everything we will
do has an anti-holomorphic counterpart in terms of z¯. This is holomorphic factoriza-
tion). Therefore any 2D conformal transformation will admit a decomposition in Laurent
modes:
z′ = z + (z) = z +
∑
n∈Z
n(−zn+1) (B.2)
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Where n are the Laurent coefficients, and therefore we have generators:
`n ≡ −zn+1∂z (B.3)
Which obey the Witt Algebra:
[`n, `m] = (m− n)`m+n (B.4)
Indeed, we have infinitely many generators, and the subset `−1 , `0 , `1 corresponds to
global conformal transformations which we discussed previously.
B.2 The Virasoro Algebra, central charge and the Stress
Tensor
The previous considerations are completely classical. However, when one performs radial
quantization in 2D, there is anomaly, called the conformal anomaly c (or central charge),
which is intimately connected to the structure of the 2D CFT [35]. In fact the real
algebra is the Virasoro Algebra, which is a central extension of the Witt Algebra, with
the center being the constant operator c. The Virasoro Algebra, is then:
[Ln, Lm] = (m− n)Lm+n + c
12
(n3 − n)δn,−m (B.5)
These commutation relations are also consistent with another crucial part of a CFT, its
stress-energy tensor. It is common to write:
T (z) =
∑
n∈Z
Lz0n
(z − z0)n+2 (B.6)
Where the generators are acting at z0. Indeed, this allows for the construction of many
Ward identities, by inserting the Stress-energy tensor in correlation functions. As we
mentioned, for a consistent Virasoro Algebra, we must have the OPE:
T (z)T (w) =
c/2
(z − w)4 +O((z − w)
−2) (B.7)
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So the central charge also measures the behavior of the stress energy tensor. A further
role of the central charge is to measure the number of degrees of freedom of a theory, as
is stated in the famous formula by Cardy:
logN(∆) ∝
√
c∆ (B.8)
This formula holds in the large ∆ limit, for the number of states of dimension ∆: N(∆).
In general, the central charge corresponding to the anti-holomorphic part c˜ is taken to
be equal to c.
Note that under these conventions, the quantum numbers that label states/operators are
the conformal dimensions h, h¯ which are the eigenvalues of the generators L0, L¯0 (recall
that L¯ generators are associated to anti-holomorphic generators). These are related to
∆ and l as follows:
h =
∆ + l
2
, h¯ =
∆− l
2
(B.9)
B.3 A bigger family
One might wonder what having such a large set of symmetry generators means from the
point of view of the states and operators of our theory (if you want, how the represen-
tation theory changes). As we mentioned, we now have a much larger set of operators
to rise and lower conformal dimensions. If we recall our discussion from Chapter 1, our
definition of primary depended on an operator satisfying:
L1O = 0 (B.10)
In the context of 2D CFT this condition defines a Quasi-primary, and a full Virasoro
Primary is required to satisfy:
LnO , n ≥ 1 (B.11)
So this means, that from the global point view, there are in general more ”primaries”,
as a Virasoro conformal family contains descendants of the form:
Lp1−n1 . . . L
pq
−nqOP (B.12)
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Which can contain many quasi-primaries.
This is clearly what happened in Chapter 4, where we studied the Ising Model which
has only three families of Virasoro Primaries (I, φ, ε), but when we applied the Extremal
functional method, we found a lot more primary operators. Indeed these were quasi-
primaries, but not Virasoro primaries. Schematically we can visualize the whole set of
Virasoro descendants in the following tree:
Figure B.1: The set of Virasoro descendants labeled by their level N , obtained by
acting successively with all the possible generators L−n. Taken from [34]
The set of all Virasoro descendants of a primary of dimension ∆ in known as the Verma
module V∆ . The spectrum of a CFT is essentially the determined by the representations
(and their multiplicity) that exist in the theory. The natural representations, are in fact
the Verma modules. However, there are also degenerate representations, which are
crucial to define the Minimal Models we mentioned in Chapter 3. These representations
have special properties, and some of them even allow for theories with a finite number
of Virasoro primaries, with a closed OPE. They are obtained from the null-states, which
are states which despite being descendants, are also primaries, which means that their
norms can vanish. This essentially truncates the Verma Module, or at least defines a
non-trivial sub-representation.
For example at level 2 there is a null-state:
(
1
b2
L2−1 + L−2)|O〉 (B.13)
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For a primary of dimension −12 − 34b2, where b is related to the central charge by:
b =
√
c− 1
24
+
√
c− 1
25
(B.14)
In general, at level N , for each decomposition N = rs for integers r, s there is a null
vector labeled with a dimension ∆〈r,s〉 such that:
∆〈r,s〉 =
1
4
(Q2 − (rb+ sb−1)2) (B.15)
With Q = b+ 1b .
Indeed, the null-vector is obtained for a very special value of the scaling dimension
which depends on the central charge, so null-vectors are not generic, but do happen in
interesting physical theories such as minimal models.
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